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Jottings
From

Jo's

Note Book
Southern 13e11 Telephone Company has no more ardent admirers in
this Commonwealth than the folks at
the News office, and especially me.
But what happened to us this past
week-end with Alexander Graham
Bell's invention could possibly shake
the faith of the most loyal partisans.
You see for three whole days, Friday through Sunday, that ever-so-convenient little contraption uttered not a
sound at our household. I didn't really
notice the silence until Saturday afternoon, because I was waiting on a call
from R. Paul to tell me when he would
arrive for Father's Day. Well, the call
never came, although by some circuitous route he did get a message to us
through K & N Root Beer, which I
thought rather odd, too! But then I
figured that he wanted to let us know
he couldn't come so he was willing to
let us know via the next best place to
call, since Mary Jo, as well as most
other teen-agers, has established squatters' rights out there.
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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The

News

has won

awards

for

excellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.
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Firsi Bills Under New TVA Electrical Rates Reflect
Many Sharp Decreases; Few Others Unchanged
The first electric bills reflecting
the new TVA rates were received by
Fulton Electric System customers this
week, and, as was expected, they were
received with both cheers and jeers.
Cheers from the large consumers
whose bills were cut nearly in half, and
jeers from the small households whose
savings, in some cases, amounted to as
little as Sc. In a few cases, the new bills
are higher.
So that you might have a better
idea of "what's going on", The News
visited the Electric System office this
week to find out where that estimated
$10,000-per-month saving to consumers was going.
The average family-occupied home
in the system, explained Manager Wes
Thompson, has been paying around
$20 a month for electric service, and
under the new rate is now paying
around $12.
A medium-size commercial establishment that has been paying $33.09
for service in May found its bill reduced to $20.26.
A very-large commercial user on
the local lines whose bill for service
in a comparable period in 1966 amounted to $2584.00 realized a saving of
$1250.00 this year; the same amount of
electricity in 1967 cost them $1334.00.
A small house that is only occasionally occupied as a "guest house"

has been paying $1.85 a month, and
now finds its bill upped to $3.66 a
month.
For the very small household, the
actual reduction in rate of around 30
percent has been offset by an amortization charge of $1.00 which brings the
total bill approximately to what it was
before the new rates. (The $1 charge is
a temporary thing, Manager Thompson
pointed out, and will be removed when
it has provided enough money to finish
repaying Kentucky Utilities for their
system).
For the average family-occupied
household, the $1 amortization charge
is a small item compared to the $7 or
$8 they are saving under the new
rates, and even after the $1 is added,
the overall savings are substantial.
For the large industrial user
whose bill went down $1251, the $1
amortization charge is a drop in the
bucket.
"The new TVA rates are designed
to encourage a larger usage of electrical power," Thompson pointed out.
"Any additional line load that you now
add to your existing setup, such as air
conditioners, electric dryers and such,
can be operated at very little additional cost. Over 400 KWH per month
cost only four-tenths of a cent each,
compared to 1½c under our old rates,"
he explained.

Well, so be it, for R. Paul's call.
But when messages kept coming to us
from other people by way of the K & N,
we thought it the better part of valor
to look into this alleged, private communications media.
We did. And when we did, we ALMOST READY ... this is a front of filo boautFully remodeled Fulton Country Club that will soon
just couldn't believe it. Investigation be reedy for a "house warming.' The greatly expinded club contains a lounge.room, dressing and
revealed that the public phone booth lounge rooms for men and for women and a recrestion area for the young folks. The rooms are beat the K & N had been ringing itself off ing beautifully decorated with carpeting and new furniture. The remodeling project has in no way
most of the week-end. First one and affected the busy program of activity that is in full swing right now.
then another youngster who answered
the phone thought nothing of it, when
the callers asked for us since a lot of
people call there first for absentee individuals. But asking for either Paul
or me was something else again.
What happened? There's a crew of
experts at the telephone company
these days making some circuit changThe following letter was received
It arises from the comprehension
Kentuckians are invited to drop
es and undoubtedly our line was hook- in Fulton this week
from one of the about real problems of the neighbor by and visit Governor Edward T.
ed on to K 8: N's. Leastways that's way wonderful Amigos who
attended the Countries. The best form to get to that Breathitt on "Back Porch Day" at the
Atlanta: — Nine newspapermen
the phone company says could have Banana Festival last year
and was the purpose is the temporal exchange of state Capitol June 22, from 8 a. m. and one newspaper woman have rehappened.
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbie young and adult people of good will. (EST)"until the last visitor is seen."
ceived ten Mark Ethridge fellowships
I guess things could have been Hunt.
Now, I'm sending you those clipstudy during the 1967-68 year at
worse.
"Back Porch Day" will be a slight- for
Alexis 0. Sanchez is from Quito, pings. They make my written words
participating in the Southly different version of "Citizen's Day" universities
Just think what would have hap- Ecuador. His letter of deep
feeling real.
Education Board journalRegion
ern
pened if our line had been crossed with stems from an article appearing
That's just the help that small and in that it will be held outdoors literally ism project, supported by a grant from
in the
a funeral home.
on
the
back
porch
of the Capitol buildQuito newspapers reporting that J. K. young Countries needed, as our own.
the Ford Foundation. The awards were
Some irate subscriber would have Smith, a prominent and outstanding I'm sure
it will contrast with others be- ing.
announced by Dr. Winfred L. Godwin,
been happy to think that perhaps we Kentuckian has received
the highest cause I suppose it has been given with
Breathitt, his staff and Cabinet SRED director.
might have been there; when told that award given to an individual
by the high human spirit; so, far from the not will move their desks outside to the
The news Fellows are:
we weren't their disappointment prob- Ecuadorian government.
Mr. Smith true services that sometimes powerfull porch and set up shop. "We'll see
ably would have been greater than who is general manager
Edward
T. Campbell, Twin City
of the Ken- Countries give the others with political everyone and anyone on a first-come,
Winston-Salem,
Sentinel,
their wrath. Every lining has a gloomy tucky Rural Electric
N. C.; EdCo-ops was in- and economic interests.
first-served basis without appointcloud, doesn't it?
strumental in bringing electricity to
As Ecuadorian, I thank you for ment," the Governor said. "I look for- ward Deswyen Caller-Times, Corpus
Ecuador, in remote regions such as your help and I wish that Mr. J. K. ward to these days, because many good Christi, Texas; Grady Dix, Danville,
"The Outhouse Goes to Pea Ridge" Santo Domingos, which has enabled Smith's phrases will be an eternal ideas and suggestions come to me (Va.) Bee; Marion A. Ellis, Charlotte,
(N. C.) Observer; Dolph Honicken,
through this kind of widespread conI'm not so sure that the telephone the natives to make much progress on reality.
Nashville Tennessean;
their
farms
and
other
'Let
me
say,
small
industries.
once more, Mr. Presi- tact."
incident doesn't pale into insignificance
Also, Ben Taylor, Greensboro,
The clippings were in Spanish. Mrs. dent, that I take this Condecoration in
when I stop to ponder the tenacity of
In
case
of
rain,
the
appointments
Daily News; Robert Killebrew,
(N.
C.)
Hunt
(Ann
McDade)
who brought the the name of Kentucky people. We wish
an individual who took a 50-year old
will be moved inside. About five min- (Gainesville, Ga.) Daily Times; Charletter
to
the
News
would
like
friendship
will
our
to
underbe
lasting".
"dwelling," so weather-beaten and
utes will be allotted each visitor.
les S. Taylor, UP International, AtlanVery truly yours,
antiquated that it made the leaning stand them. Volunteers are sought.
ta, Ga.; Robert A. Willis, Norfolk, Va.
Anyway,
here's
Alexis'
letter
tower of Pisa look like the United NaAlexis 0. Sanchez
and Mrs. Paul WestphelLedger-Star,
which
speaks far more than any diplotions building, and made it look like a
Numbers Changed
ing, Fulton County News, Fulton, Ky.
matic
mission
ever
has.
rest stop on a super-highway.
At Girls State
The fellowships are open to news
South Fulton City Manager Henry
Every member of the Owens
editorial personnel of the news
and
Quito
Cindy
Homra
June
14
1967
is
spending
advises
this
Dunn
that
house
numbers
on
family, from whom we bought our
week in Lexington, Ky., representing Broadway from State Line to the city media in fifteen southern states. They
home-place, will be pleased and start- Dear friends:
I've read, with much pleasure, Fulton High School at the annual Girls limits of South Fulton are being chang- are named in honor of Mark Ethridge,
led to know that Paul spent months,
about
one of the most effective mani- State at Transylvania College. She was ed so they will be chronological order. who has been a leader in southern
maybe years of diligent repair work
festations
of International understand- sponsored by the Auxiliary of Marshall Notices are being mailed to houses on journalism for more than half a cenon the little out-house near the tenant
tury. Fellows may attend any of the
ing.
Alexander Post No. 72.
which numbers are changed.
house on the home property and it is
universities participating in the
six
now painted all red and shiny and is
project
- Emory, Duke, North Carolina,
out at Pea Ridge, the little farm we
Vanderbilt, Virginia and Texas.
own near Water Valley.
While Mrs. Westpheling has seThere is no telling how many times
lected Vanderbilt University for her
I remonstrated with him that it would
early
be easier to build a new "rest emporThe state has called a halt, start- gross premium for these provisions is something other than an insurance course of study which begins in
explorare
officials
SRED
September,
ium" for the farm than for him to try ing June 1, to "misleading sales prac- shown prominently and separately in policy.
ing other universities that can more
to nail together the disreputable-look- tices" in the marketing of life insur- the policy apart from the regular in— Make references regarding the
offer the subjects she wishes to
fully
ing shanty that I started to tear down ance policies in Kentucky.
surance premium.
payment of dividends in such a manstudy. She has evinced an interest in
months ago.
A new regulation issued recently
— Making statements which rea- ner as to misrepresent their true nagrass
I should have known better than by Insurance Commissioner S. Roy sonably imply that the insured will en- ture — or suggesting that certain political science as it affects the
voters.
to argue with him. It only increased Woodall Jr. forbids the more than 300 joy a. status common to a stockholder policyholders will receive preferential roots, and mass population
his determination and his sentimental- life insurance firms and their 8,000 or will acquire a stock ownership in- treatment.
ity for Chic Sales' commodious struc- agents doing business within the state, terest in the insurance company by
Woodall said at least 30 states inCar Wash
ture.
to:
cluding Kentucky haw now taken
virtue of purchasing a policy.
And so he won. Saturday he load— Include annual coupons, which
On Saturday, beginning at nine
— Use such words as "investment some form of regulatory action to help
ed that "building," complete with the might be construed as stock certifi- or investment plan," "insured invest- protect the consumer from misleading o'clock, Scout Troop 114 will have a
moon on the door, on the Jeep's trailer cates, as a part of policies containing ment plan," "profit-sharing," "charter insurance sales methods.
car wash in South Fulton. Cars should
and moved it out to Pea Ridge.
guaranteed annual endowments.
Noting that the state does not be taken to the South Fulton city hall
plan," or similar language that might
And so I'd better stop writing
— Issue a policy containing guar- tend to mislead a purchaser of insur- regulate life insurance rates, Woodall or the front parking lot of the South
Fulton Baptist Church.
(Continued On Page Eight)
anteed annual endowments unless the ance by suggesting that he is to receive
(Continued On Page Eight)

Our Amigo Tells Story-Says Project United Us

Tall Come

Kentucky To Halt Misleading Life Insurance Profits'
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Local Editor Receives
Journalistic Fellowship
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, June 22, 1967

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Postoffice Department Says Immoral Literature,
"Unfit For Children" Does Not Violate The Law
We in the Post Office Department
Earlier this year the Fulton Counaware of the problem posed
fully
are
vast
the
on
editorialized
ty News
amount of obscene matter that is per- by Mrs. Westpheling in the matter of
mitted to go through the United States reception of offensive matter by our
-Postoffice, oftentimes to teen-agers patrons. And we readily appreciate her
whose names have been secured from concern, particularly regarding the
high school graduation classes and mailings of sex oriented matter to minors. However, this Department is withother published lists.
out lawful authority to refuse admistoeditorial,
The News sent the
matter in the mails unless
gether with the pornographic litera- 3ion of any
a mailability law.
violates
it
clearly
Sento
ture we received in the mail,
In this instance, we studied the
ator Robert Kennedy, (D-N. Y.) Senator Kennedy personally took the mat- subject exhibit under the postal obter up with high postal autborities who scenity law, 18 U. S. C. 1461, and the
looked into the matter and then report- applicable court decisions construing
ed their findings, and opinion to Sen- such statute. In view of such decisions,
the exhibit must necessarily be reator Kennedy.
United
The letter is an appalling remind- garded as mailable matter. The
has held that
Court
Supreme
States
manour
which
into
depths
er of the
magazines do not vioners and morals have fallen in these ordinary nudist
Sunshine Book Co.
cited
law,
the
late
"ordias
phrases
Such
times.
modern
U. S. 372: Mounce
355
Summerfield,
v.
nary nudist magazines do not violate
Also, in Manual
180.
S.
U.
355
S.,
U.
v.
cannot
matter
"that
or
the cited law,"
370 U. S. 490,
v.
Day,
Inc.
Enterprises,
be excluded from the mails MERELY
per se, is
"nudity,
that
held
the
court
segments
particular
because it offends
while
recogcourt,
The
not
obscene."
of our society or is unfit for children."
gets into the
material
this
that
nizing
If an ordinary nudist magazine hands of minors of tender years, said
does not violate the law, we shudder to in Butler v. Michigan,,352 U. S. 380,
think what an un-ordinary nudist mag- that matter cannot be excluded from
azine is like.
the mails merely because it offends
Perhaps the most revolting infor- particular segments of our society or is
mation revealed by this letter from the unfit for children.
General Council of the Postoffice DeWe have previously been aware of
partment is that Senator Dodd, the the mailing activities of Natures Lane,
procensure
elected official now under
which also used the trade name Oakceedings in the Senate, is the head of a
The Department's Postal Inspecmar.
immoral
committee investigating such
Service was preparing certain
tion
influence upon juveniles.
data on such mailer preliminary to reWhile we have long felt that re- commending prosecution under the
bellion against such demoralizing liter- criminal postal law. We have just been
ature by a small newspaper like ours advised that the parties responsible for
is like a small voice in the wilderness, the subject mailings voluntarily closed
we feel utter hopelessness when we see its post office box, and has requested
a man, whose own actions are any- the postmaster to return all mail to the
thing but commendable, is charged senders marked "Out of Business".
with the responsibility to clean up
I might add that matter such as
somebody else's wrong-doing.
that submitted by Mrs. Westpheling is
Here's the letter. Don't shake your the major problem area in mailings of
head and say "isn't it terrible." Read this nature. They are particularly ofit, and think what you too can do.
fensive to our postal patrons, yet do not
meet the court tests for obscenity. Senator Dodd's Subcommittee on Juvenile
The General Counsel
Delinquency is currently exploring the
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
whole matter with exhaustive hearWashington, D. C.20260
ings. We are working with the Subcommittee and its staff in an attempt
Honorable Robert F. Kennedy
to develop some legislative measures
United States Senate
which may effectively meet this probWashington, D. C. 20510
lem area without offending against
Dear Senator:
Constitutional guarantees. There are
quick solutions, but you may be cerno
memoThis will reply to your
we will put forth every effort to
tain
randum of January 25, 1967, regarding
the very situation Mrs. Westphelmeet
Paul
Mrs.
a letter you received from
understandably complained
has
ing
Westpheling, Editor and Publisher of
about.
Box
The Fulton County News, P. 0.
You may wish to advise Mrs.
307, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
Westpheling that under our regulaMrs. Westpheling furnished a copy tions ($154.11, Postal Manual), an adof advertising matter deposited in the dressee may refuse to accept a piece of
mails by Natures Lane, Box 425, mail at the time it is offered for deChatsworth, California 91311. This livery. Also, after delivery the addresmatter, promoting the sale of movies, see may mark any matter "Refused"
slides and photos of nudists, shows and return it unopened to the mails,
several nude women. Mrs. Westphel- except registered, certified, insured or
ing asked these questions:
C.0.D. mail, which may not be returned once delivery is effected.
"What would you think if your
The Postal Policy Act, as amendchildren received the attached material ed, provides that postal rates shall be
through the mail? And how would you adjusted from time to time as may be
feel if you were asked to be a good required to produce the amount of
newspaper editor and support the pro- revenues approximately equal to the
posed increase in the cost of postage. total cost of operating the postal esdeemed
"Don't you think this type of de- tablishment, less the amount
performance
the
to
attributable
be
to
moralizing filth deserves a Senate inof public service. For example, in the
vestigation?"
current fiscal year we expect revenues
to fall short of costs by some $1.2 bilPublished ilvery Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
lion. After excluding public service
costs, it is estimated the postal deficiVoted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
ency will approximate $637,000,000.
Weekly Papers.
Therefore, with so large a deficit
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
this fiscal year the Congress has two
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 421941
choices: (1) raise rates, or (2) allow
rates unchanged and draw the full $1.2
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
1000.
in
founded
was
billion from General Funds of the
which
of
first
Hi.
Treasury. Tho latter apparently would
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3079) to Post Office Box 307 Fulbe contrary to the Postal Policy Act.
ton, Kentucky, 42041.
If we may be of further assistance in
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
this matter, please call upon us.
Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Hickman, G
Sincerely yours,
ou,
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsowh" liwough
Timothy J. May
(Signed)
year.
$4.00
per
States
United
the
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax
General Counsel
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IDOLACY CORNER
JUST AN OLD TIMER
There's a word that's often spoken

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
Items mut be stifled but
name will be omitted from
publication if requested.

The Editor
Fulton-Co. News
209 Commercial Ave.
Fulton, Ky.

By which truth is surely broken;
That familiarity always breeds contempt.

Dear Sir:

For it always strikes me queerly
That the things I love most dearly
Are the things from which all newness is exempt.
I am sure, as this I'm writing,
That my love has been exciting
With the one I've had for fifty years or more.
But, if I'd spent time and money

The outcome of the May primary
election seems to have put the
Democrats in a commanding position for the fall race. Henry Ward
ended factionalism in the Democrat party when he won by almost
100,000 votes and received more
than all the other candidates added
together.
On the other hand, the Republicans had a bitter fight Which lett
a bad taste in everyone's mouth.
After reading all the things that
Louie Nunn said about Marlow
Cook and about all the personal
insults which Nunn uttered, it is
difficult to see how Cook's followers can support the Republican
candidates this fall.

Flitting round to find love's honey
It was also good for the Democrats when that great and respected leader, John Sherman Cooper,
rejected Nunn and announced his
support for Cook. I don't believe
that a person with the stature of
Senator Cooper can support a
Louie Nunn for governor of Kentucky.

I imagine it would all have been a bore.
If you really want to please me,
Don't serve caviar to tease me,
But just serve me up some good old-fashioned dish.

Very truly yours,
Hobert Johnson

Show me well-remembered places

Williamsburg, Ky

And some dear beloved faces;
Cigarette Makers!

For I guess I'm just an antiquated fish.

Factories in Kentucky manufactured nearly 20 per cent of all
cigarettes manufactured in this
country during the 1965 fiscal year.
Let's Speak Up For Kentucky.

— Kelly O'Neal

Ulnury

COTEReT

By Brenda Rowlatt
Jesse Stuart — poet, shortstery
writer, and novelist of the Kentucky
hills — is one of America's bestknown and best-loved regional
writers. Although still in his fifties,
he has written over twenty books,
taught school, lectured extensively,
and traveled abroad. In a non-fiction work, THE THREAD THAT
RUNS SO TRUE, he describes his
experiences as a teacher and principal in various schools in Kentucky and Ohio. He has written
literally hundreds of short stories
and poems published in the country's leading magazines. All his
work, in prose or poetry, has for its
setting the Kentucky hill country
he knows so well. Here until his
heart attack in 1954, he lived an
active hfe lecturing, writing, teaching, and working in the fields.
Since that time he has been at his

home in Riverton, Kentucky, where
he lives with his wife Naomi and
daughter Jane.
Some of his books Which are
available at the Fulton Public Library are:
SAVE EVERY LAMB. In this
book he turns to one of his favorite
subjects, animals, and the resuk is
Jesse Stuart at his very best, writing about the habits and delightfully individual personalities of the
many animals he has known over
the years. His immense power to
communicate his love of all creatures is both rare and convincing.
This book will please not only the
legion of his readers, but will give
real joy to anyone who has ever
pressed his nose against a pet shop
window or waited for the first birds
of spring. Thesie are rich, often
moving tales—the treasured gather-

lii a
Campbell
Saturday,
Rev. Jame,
The 13
Campbell,
Mac Newti

ing of a lifetime spent with animals of the hills and farms in Kentucky.
THE YEAR OF MY REBIRTH.
It begins as simply the story of a
man's fight for life. But it becomes
the unique autobiography of an extraordinary personality and the
vivid chronicle of an age gone by.
it is the journal he kept in 1955, a
time of severest trial yet greatest
fulfillment which began in an oxygen tent and ended with his happy
return to a full and vigorous life.
Here are the innermost feelings
and moods of a man whose heart
may give out at any moment, the
new respect and even love he develops for his heart, his thoughts
about God, life, land and home.
A JESSE STUART READER.
This glowing collection of stories,
memories, and poems by one of
America's most beloved storytellers has as its background the hills
of Kentucky. The land and its people are Jesse Stuart's raw material,
and through his sure art, the world
he evokes here so beautifully and
lovingly escapes any regional confines, to become literature with a

universal appeal—stories telling of
the conflicts, compassion's, hardships, cruelty, birth, and death of
men who live close to the land. The
book sparkles with humor and captures the sights, sounds, and
smells, the valleys and woodlands
of a country that has been practically Jesse Stuart's own, the Kentucky where he was born and spent
most of his life. It is a book in
which the storyteller is retelling his
favorite tales once more, and describing how and why he wrote
them, or where they belonged, both
in his personal life and in the world
he created.
MY LAND HAS A VOICE. You
are now with Jesse Stuart in his
country, the primal land of the
Kentucky and Tennessee mountains. And you are listening to the
voice of the land, which he has so
magnificently embodied in almost
thirty books. It is a gentle tour of
this haunted region whose ways
and lore, whose passion and whose
myth Jesse Stuart relates with deceptive simplicity and profound
understanding.

was solemnized June 19th with Rev. A. Parker officiating. The couple will make their home in Fulton.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe entertained members of her
bridge club Tuesday. They met at the Coffee Shop,
where a delightful luncheon was served, then went to
the home of Mrs. Thorpe for bridge. Mrs. Elizabeth
Snow was awarded high score prize. Members playing
June 27, 1947
were Mrs. Snow, Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd, Mrs. J. H.
The Fulton Lion's Club opened a drive June 26 to Maddox and Mrs. Claude Freeman.
raise an additional $3,500 to complete the football stadium sponsored by them. The funds will be used to inMonday was a big day for forty Girl Scouts,for that
stall lights and build a fence around the grounds. Ap- was the day they left for
camp. They met at the Woproximately $10,000 was spent last year to erect seats, man's Club and
the Fulton Baseball Associaboarded
site.
the
to
fill in the area and make other improvements
tion bus for Natchez Trace. They will be gone one week.
Chaperones were Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs. Martin Nall,
Reed Brothers, Fulton Purina dealers, have added a Mrs. Sterling
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hainline, Mrs.
new and modern seed cleaning plant to their business, Roper Fields, Mrs. W. L.
Durbin and Mrs. Grace Cavenwhich is located near the IC freight depot.
der, county health nurse.
Beginning Saturday, June 28, the Fulton postoffice
Miss Carolyn Duley, formerly of Fulton and now
will close at noon and continue on that schedule until
further notice, Bailey Huddleston, postmaster, announc- employed in Memphis, and Miss Frances Frick of Memphis spent last week-end in Havana, Cuba. The girls
ed.
went by plane and had a grand trio.
on
honored
was
Little Miss Rita Marianne Keiser
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cooke have bought the Roy Tayher sixth birthday Monday afternoon by her mother,
Mrs. E. D. Keiser, at their home on Norman Street. lor home on the Clinton Highway.
Games and contests were enjoyed during the afternoon,
LATHAM: Mr. and Mrs. James Emerson are the
after which ice cream and cake were served. Thos present were: Bobby Hyland, Rose Hyland, Richard Card- proud parents of a new girl, born recently.
Jim Rea sold his house and lot in Latham to Basil
well, Ruth Louise Butts, Judy Moore, Eva Joe Reams,
Duncan Bushart, Jerry Carter, Joan Carter, Pamela Hawks. Mr. Rea and Billy are in Illinois on a railroad
job.
Homra, Joe Ed Bush, Judy and Jane Keiser.
ADVERTISEMENT: Swim for your health and reIn a quiet and simple ceremony Miss Guynelle
Lamb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Lamb, became laxation at the Sunny Dip Swimming Pool on Norman
the bride of William L. Campbell, son of Mrs. William Street, across from the ice plant. Mrs. L. C. Logan, manF. Campbell and the late Mr. Campbell. The wedding ager.
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In a wedding of wide social interest Miss Cathy
Campbell became the bride of John Robert Burrow,
Saturday, June 17, at the First Baptist Church with the
Rev. James Best officiating at the double ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Campbell, and Mr. Burrow is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mac Newton Burrow.
Against -a background of fan
shaped arrangements of Jade and
Salal, a double brass spiral held
myriad yellow tapers, to center the
altar arrangements. On either side
branched candelabra with yellow
tapers, were entwined with greenery. Completing the setting were
two baskets of white gladioli with
yellow porn porn chrysanthemums.
The church aisles were marked
with brass hurricane lamps holding
yellow candles, and tied with white
satin streamers and white satin
roses. Garlands of greenery banked the choir rail.
As the guests gathered, John
Reed, organist, provided a program
of music, and for the ceremony
used the traditional wedding marches. Mrs. NeLson Tripp sang the
"Song of Ruth," Gounod, and was
joined by Norman White for the
duet, "Oh, Lord Most Holy,"
Franck. Following the vows, Mr.
White sang "Oh Perfect Love,"
Barnby.
Mrs. Norman Fulcher, sister of
the bride, served as matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Bonita Burrow, sister of the groom,
Miss Margaret Omar, and Mrs.
Stanley Jeffries.
The little Misses Lisa and Kim
Campbell, nieces of the bride,
were the junior bridesmaid and
flower girl. The bridesmaids wore
identical floor length gowns of yellow linen with princess bodices
and A-line shirts. They featured
pouffed sleeves with floral appliques and matching pouffed maline
heaciressee with the same flower
motif.
They carried colonial bouquets of
yellow and white daisies interspersed with moss green baby's breath,
and moss green satin streamers.
The flower girl was attired in a
camflelight dotted swiss gown vrith
an empire waist and gathered
skirt, featuring a yellow velvet
sash trimmed with yellow centered
medallions. She carried a white
basket from whirls she dropped
white rose petals.

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

I

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

Brent Burrow attended his brother as best man. Groomsmen
were Jerry Mack Weeks, William
Whitworth of Sommerville, Tenn.,
and David Stroud of Watertown,
Tenn. Ushers were Don Campbell
the bride's brother, and Norman
Fuleher, the bride's brother-in-law.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore an exquisite gown
of candle light ivory satin designed
with a portrait neckline, and short
bodice
sleeves. The moulded
featured a raised waist adorned
with appliques of re-embroidered
Alencen lace. A Chapel train
emanating from a bow at the waist
fell in natural folds.
Her three-tiered elbow length
veil of sheer silk illusion fell from
candlelight ivory Aleneon lace
flowers sprinkled with pearls. She
carried a cascade of yellow roses
centered with a yellow throated
White orchid.
Mrs. Campbell chose for her
daughter's wedding a pale blue
silk demi-fitted model, with a
matching crushed lace straw hat.
Her corsage was white cymbidium
orchids nestled in blue ribbons and
maline.
The mother of the groom was attired in a turquoise flat knit twopiece dross trimmed with White
beaded motifs and a draped turquoise silk hat. She wore pink cymbidium orchids, with white maline
and satin ribbons.
wedding guests were invited
by the bride's parents following the
ceremony to a reception in Fellowship Hall. The entertaining room
was decorated with baskets of
daisies entwined with greenery.
The bride's table was overlaid
with white net over taffeta and was
centered with a Cambridge crrstal
epergne, which held three bouquets of daisies and lemon leaves,
yellow candles, and was enhanced
by sparkling prisms. Flanking the
centerpiece were the punchbowl
and wedding cake. The three tiered
redo/bade cake was decorated at
each tier with yellow roses interspersed with tiny wlete wedding
bells, and topped with larger wedding bells.
The guest register was placed on
a table decorated in the same design as the bride's table. Presiding
was Mrs. Goble Henson, aunt of the
bride. Others assisting at the reception were Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. John H. Waggoner, Mrs.
E. H. Knighten, Mrs. John Huffman, Miss Mary DeMyer, Miss
Judy Hoodenpyle, Miss Barbara
Brown, Miss Carolyn Fly, Miss
Susan Walker, Miss Llyie Whitford
Out-of-town guests attending the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. John
Housley of Riceville, Tenn., Miss
Sharon Hackett, Mrs. William Hill,
Mrs. Max Whitford, and Miss
Llyis Whitford, all of Murray, Miss
Jame Warren and Mrs. John McKennon and sons Jeff, Allen and
Art, all of Memphis, Landon Cook
of Hattiesburg, Miss., Mrs. Lucille
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•
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Groom's Parents
Host Rehearsal
Dinner Friday

to the

Mrs. John Robert Burrow
Witherington of Union city, Mrs.
Harold McFarland of Cincinnati,
Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jeffrees of Lexington, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. John Hoffman of Savannah,
Ga., Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hardy of
Martin, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Cameron, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Cameron and daughter, Gigi, all of
Princeton, Ky., Mrs. John D.
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Waggoner and son Jeff, and Mrs. Goble

Henson, all of Wingo.
The couple is presently on their
wedding trip to Miami and the Bahamas. The bride chose for traveling, a pastel multi-striped seersucker suit featuring a double
breasted Pea jacket, with yellow
accessories. She wore the orchid
from her bridal bouquet at her
shoulder.
Upon their return, the couple will
make their home in Fulton.

Miss Martha Lee DeMyer To Pledge
Vows To Mr. James Pitts Saturday
Miss Martha Lee DeMyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lee
DeMyer is today disclosing the
plans for her wedding. The groomelect is James E. Pitts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvord C. Pitts.
The double ring ceremony will be
solemnized at eight o'clock in the
everting of June the twenty fourth
at the First Baptist Church. The
Reverend James Best will officiate.
Preceding the ceremony, a program of nuptial music will be presented by John Reed, organist
and Norman White, soloist.
The young bride-elect has chosen
her sister, Mary Grant DeMyer,
as her maid of honor.
The bridesmaids wiLl be Mrs.
Johnny McDonald of Greensboro,
North Carolina, Mrs. William
Shdeed, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
Mrs. Walter Gander, Lexington,

Kentucky, Miss Judy Price, Shelbyville, Kentucky and ,Miss Donna
Albright, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Alvord C. Pitts will serer his son
as best man.
The groomsmen will be William
Whitaker, Lexington, Kentucky,
Robert Turner, Lexington, Windle
Sheton, Louisville, Ronald Geary,
Louisville, Kentucky and Philip
Jeffress, Fulton, Kentucky.
Following the wedding ceremony, Mr. and MTS. DeMyer will
entertain with a reception in the
Fellowship Hail of the church.
Assisting at the reception will
be: Mrs. E. L. Myers, Jr., Glasgow, Mrs. Walter Bales, Louisville, Miss Betty Bennett, Fulton,
Miss Kate Brady, Clinton, Miss
Madisonville,
Nancy Whitleclge,
Mrs.. Andy Batts, Fulton, Miss
Linda Carnett and Mae. Stanley
Jeffress, Lexington.

leiephorte
Talk

Fulton Welcomes
Mr. and Mrs. Rout

Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Rout of
Columbus, Ohio, have moved to
Fulton and are residing at 416
North College Street.
Mrs. Rout is the former Miss
Esther Thompson, of Fulton, and is
a .sister of Mrs. William Fred
Clark.
Their son, Charles Rout, wife and
two daughters accompanied them
to Fulton and were guests of Mrs.
Clark before leaving for Texas and
California for a month's vacation.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I
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MAY I INTRODUCE MYSELF?
I'm Ron Laird, the new Southern Bell manager for
Fulton and Fulton County. Before coming to Fulton, I
worked as a supervisor in the state rate and forecast office and later as a supervisor in the Louisville business
office.
I am married and have two children, Melanie and
Stephen. My wife, Ruth, and I are very happy to be
back in this part of the state, since our home tow is
Mayfield.
As far as my work with the telephone company here
in Fulton is concerned, I am here to serve you, to answer
your questions, and to help in any way with your communication needs.
If I can aid or assist you in any way, come by and
see me at the Southern Bell office or give me a call. If
you have no problems, then stop by and say "Hello," be-

bon* Up to 7 years to pay
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Cayce WSCS
Program Tells
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Buying machinery and equipment necessary to in.
crease your operating efficiency could,mean greater
profit to you. If you ned credit for o Truck, Tractor,
Form Machinery, Milk Cooler, Milking Parlor, Grain
Drier, Breeding Stock, Feeder Cottle, Hogs or Lambs,
Dairy Herds, Home Appliances, or any other farm
production purpose go to your local PCA office.

outstanding balance, cuts your cost

The News Reports ...

Mr. and Mrs. Mac N. Burrow
About People and Things
were hosts to the rehearsal dinner
for the Burrow-Campbell wedding
Every now and then we get the hankering of "small
party on June 16 in the Kentucky
Room at the Derby.
talk" about people here and there. The news doesn't
The tables were arranged in a quite fit into everybody's column very well, nor is it
U shape, the center of each holding
talk, that's all
a beautiful arrangement of daisies, styled for straight news .. . it's just small
centered with a single Yellow and refreshing as all get out.
candle inside an old-fashioned
Take the nice visit we had this
lamp chimney.
a bad future to look forwith Abb Smoot, a former not such
Miss Campbell wore for the oc- week
who arrived Monday for ward to at all.
Fultonian
casion a blue lace A-line skimmer
One day Gordon mozied into the
with kith and kin out Water
with blue shoes. At her shoulder a visit
Valley way. Abb and his wife and News office and Clint Maxfield
was pinned a corsage of daisies.
in right behind him. "Where
walked
and Frank's wife and
Mrs. Campbell, mother of the son Frank,
left Akron after do you think we ought to fish tochildren
three
bride, wore orange linen and Mrs.
School and headed for Ful- day?" one said to the other.
Burrow, mother of the groom, wore Sunday
It didn't take long for them to
in the early hours of
arriving
ton
a shade of tan linen, topped with a
says they simply decide since there are so many enAbb
Monday.
yellow linen jacket.
Sunday ticing lakes around these Parts.
Following the dinner, the bride couldn't leave before
mar Gordon fishes a lot with another
and groom presented gifts to the School, because that Would
their fine record of attendance so retiree, Fred Gibson, and together
members of the wedding party.
decided that travelling into they keep their friends supplied
Invited guests were: Miss Camp- they
night was worth keeping up the with the delicious catches. We have
bell, Mr. Burrow, Bonita Burrow, the
are been promised a "mess" soon and
Joanna Woodruff, Billy Whitworth, church fellowship. The Smoots
with the Wilson clan, of we're certainly looking forward to
Margaret Omar, Jerry Mac Weaks, visiting
it. . . at least until we can sit on
Mrs. Smoot is a member.
Brent Burrow, John Reed, Mr. and which
a bank ourselves some day soon.
Abb was looking for the new
Mrs. Norman Fulcher, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. volumes of Kentucky history that SMALL WORLD DEPARTMENT:
Stanley Jeffress, Mr. and Mrs. Nor- we said were being compiled in one When the man of our household
man White, Rev. and Mrs. James of our issues. We turned him over went to St. Charles, Missouri earlBest, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tripp, to the proper authority . . . Mary ier this month to bring Mary Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hoffman, Nelle Wright, Fulton County's His- home he met a lady there by the
Mr. and Mrs. John Housley, Joe torical Society chairman.
name of Mrs. Edith Pirtle from
Made°, David Stroud and Mr. anl
Jerseyville, Illinois. The lady was
Ethel (Mrs. Tom) Westpheling Linnie Clark's sister who had gone
Mrs. Enoch Campbell.
and her daughter Terry McDaniel to the graduation exercises there
arrived Saturday night for an ex- with Kay Dwyer's mother, Mary
tended visit in Fulton while Tom Jo's close friend and classmate.
is on a business trip to the east You can imagine the "you duel
coast. They will be the house guests mean its" when they established
of Mrs. Ima Phelps and other their geographic
kinship. The
friends while here. Ethel will be Dwyers and the Pirtles are related.
in the middle of the invitational
golf tournament at Kentucky Dam
T. C. Taylor and his wife, two
Village next week as an interested daughters and daughter-in-law,
observer and not a participant.
Phyllis, had an interesting and
It's not that she wouldn't like to sentimental journey over the weekThe Cayce Woman's Society of be a participant, it's just that it's end. They motored to Fort Knox,
Christian Service met at the church too late to enter. Tam was in the Kentucky where Tommy Taylor is
with eighteen members present. city for a brief stay, but winged on a six-months tour of duty with
Mrs. Buford Bennett was hostess. out of Paducat Sunday afternoon the National Guard. Tommy looked
Mrs. Clyde Linder opened the for North Carolina.
happy and extremely well in his
meeting with prayer, and Mrs.
Army get-up and seemed as conJames McMurry gave the devotion.
We've never given a whole lot of tented as can be.
"The Morning Light Is Breaking" thought to retirement from the
It was a look into the past for
was given by the group.
frenzied lives we lead, but seeing T. C. He says that the boys on K. P.
The program, "Mission School," as how Gordon Baird seems to be duty were still peeling those
was presented by Mesdames James getting younger
since he got out of "spuds" by the thousands and the
McMurry, Charles Lender, Jim Pur- the newspaper and printing busi- line in front of the telephone booth
Austin,
Elbert
Fowler,
sell, Wilson
(Continued on Paye Me,
ness, we're beginning to think it's
Aubra Burns, Damon Vick and
Chester Wade.
The president had charge of a
short business session. Mrs. James
McMurry and Mrs. Chester Wade
are delegates to the Prayer Retreat at Lambuth Collr_ in Jackson, Tenn.
The benediction was given by
Mrs. James McMurry.
by
RON LAIRD
Your Telephone Manager
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cause I am looking forward to personally meeting the
fine people in Fulton. In the meantime, thank you for
WHEN A FORMER FULTONIAN COMES FOR A"VISIT all of Fulton is busy with visiting. Here a group of
ladies is headed for the bridge table to enjoy an afternoon of relaxation after having lunch at the Derby.
Left to right are: Mrs. Ual Killebrew, Mrs. Joe Barnett, Mrs. Howard Edwards (the former Fultonian now
living in Florida) and Mrs. Frank Beadles. Mn. Edwards left for her home last Sunday after two weeks
in Fulton.

the fine welcome you have given me and my family. We
already feel right at home here in Fulton.
Ron Laird
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Federal Grant May Ease Nurse
Shortage, Gov. Breathitt Says
Negotiations are underway for a
Federal grant which could help
rase a shortage of nurses and
other specialized medical technicians in Kentucky, Governor Edward T. Breathitt has announced.

long-inactive nurses who wish to
return to practice, she said.
Governor Breathitt has pointed
out that Kentucky faces a growing
shortage of nurses partially because of the implementation of
medicare.

The grant would pay for the cost
of a staff to compile a comprehenMilitary Hospit-I
sive list of registered and practical
muses; occupational and physical
building of the St.
main
The
therapists; laboratory, medical and
X-ray technicians, and other Joseph Preparatory School at
specialized medical personnel in Barciatawn was used as a military
hospital during the Civil War. The
Kentucky, he said.
school for boys is operated by theNames would be categorized and Xaverian Brotherhood and was
used by the Kentucky Nurses As- founded in 1819.
sociation, (KNA,) the State Board
of Nurses Registration and Education, hospitals and other agencies.

HOSPITAL NEWS

DEATHS

Roy Glenn Durham

A tractor accident on Wednesday,
June 14, resulted in the death of
Roy Glenn Durham, fifteen-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Porter P. McConnell died June Durham of Crutchfield. The acci14 in the Veterans Hospital -at dent occurred on the Harmony
Dearborn, Mich., following an ill- Road in Fulton County.
ness of three and oneshalf months.
Funeral services were held on
Funeral services were held in Friday, June 16, in Hopkins and
Dukeat
Home
Funeral
Jackson
Brown Funeral Home chapel at
dom on Saturday, June 16, with Clinton, with Rev. James Holt ofBro. Glendon W. Walker, minister ficiating. Burial was in Rock
of the Central Church of Christ in Springs Cemetery.
Fulton, officiating. Burial was in
In addition to his parents, he is
Williams Cemetery near Boydssurvived by three brothers, Sgt.
ville.
George Durham, Jr., U. S. Army,
Mr. McConnell, 42, was born in James and Barry Durham of
Wealciey County. He was a World Crutchfield; two sisters, Mrs. SanWar II veteran.
dra Jackson of St. Louis and Ann
Surviving are his mother, Mrs. Durham of Crutchfield, and his
Willie Bell McConnell of Belle- material grandparents, Mr. and
view, Ill.; two brothers, Louis Mc- Mrs. Monroe Lantrip of Sardis,
Connell of East Detroit and Ralph Miss.
McConnell of Ferndale, Mich., and
two sisters, Mrs. Josephine Berryman of Mayfield and Mrs. Irene
Herman of Belleview, III.

Porter McConnell

Mrs. Jesse M. Callison

Funeral services for Mrs. Jesse
During Nurse Recognition Week
Marie Callison were held on Tuesin Kentucky (March 20-25), Gov%vete
in
patients
following
The
day, June 20, in the West Methodist
ernor Breathitt in a proclamation
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
Funeral services for Ivan Brady Church at Hickman, with Rev.
urged that all nurses, or anyone
21:
June
were held Sunday, June 18, iii Horn. Fred Thomas officiating. Burial
with nurses training, register at
beak Funeral Home chapel, with was in Stanley chapel cemetery
their local county court clerk's ofHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Bro. Glendon Wallies., minister of near Union City. with Barrett Funfice.
the Central Church of Christ, of- eral Home in charge.
Mrs. Etta Mae Tyson, Edgar ficiating.
Coordinating and assisting with
Mrs. Callison, 63, died at her
the registry program is the KNA. Johnson, Jimmy McLendon, Mrs
Mr. Brady died Friday night, home in Hickman last Saturday
According to Mrs. Marjorie B. Billie Westmoreland, Mrs. G. A. June 16, in the Fulton Hospital.
night. She was the widow of Harry
Glaser, KNA president, "ial re- Harrington, Miss Roberta Brown,
Mr. Brady, 71, was born in Callison, who died in 1958.
ports received indicate we are get- Mrs. Lucille Cavitt, Mrs. James Obion County, Tenn., the son of the
ting a good response, but not what Adams, Mrs. Frances Branch, Mrs. late P. E. "Bud" and Ella Gates
Surviving are five daughters,
Wayne Elliott, Thurmond Evans,
we had hoped for.
the for- Mrs. Dorothy M. Cox of Fulton,
Johnny Morris, Fulton; Paul Wade, Brady. He was married to
Mrs. Mable Lee Bacialamenti of
"There are areas in the state South Fulton; Louis Cruce, Union mer Myrtle Mae Crutchfiekl of Chicago, Mrs. Dora Dean Badger of
where we believe we did not get an Oity; Rhonda Berry, Raney Farm; Fulton. He was a member of the Waterloo, Ill., Mrs. Rose Marie
was a
adequate response."
Mrs. Hazel Williams, Paducah; Central Church of Christ,
I veteran, and for many Lawrence of Hickman and Mrs.
Mrs. Beulah
Humphreys, Mrs. World War
Mrs. Glaser said she is certain Dora Nall, Clinton; Mrs. Mollie years before his retirement was a Martha J. Hardy of St. Louis; three
there are many unregistered nurses Shoat, Wingo; Mrs. Edna Ilute.her- partner in Brady Brothers Garage. sons, J. C. Adams of Anguilla,
In addition to his wife, he is sur- Miss., Harry Neal Callison of
now in Kentucky that have come son, Crutchfield.
vived by two brothers, Ralph and Hickman and Floyd Baker Callison
here with their husbands who have
Frank Brody of Fulton; three sis- of Chicago, and one brother, Riley
changed jobs or been transferred.
FULTON r.'SPITAL
ters, Mrs. Harold Hughes and Mrs. Reeves of Hickman.
Still others, she said, are inactive
nurses no longer registered to
Mrs. Mamie New, Bob Owens, A. B. Hargrove of Nashville and
practice.
Harry Shupe, Mrs. Mary Patton, Mrs. Bill Eubanks of Oak Ridge,
Unemployment R•te Drops
several nieces and nephews.
"The KNA does not have ade- Presley Campbell, R. E. Tarver,
The rate of insured unemployquate staff to make such a detail- N. G. Cooke, Fulton; Bishop Horment in Kentucky dropped from 6.3
ed study and the one-year Federal ton, David Puckett, Mrs. Lula Selper
100 workers in 1960 to 2.6 last
grant, if approved, would not only lars, Mrs. Linda Olds, Mrs. Hazel
year, the State Department of Ecoprovide us with a list of available Taylor, South Fulton; Mrs. Carolyn
nomic Security reports.
nurses, but also with a list of per- Stairs, Mrs. Marjorie Campbell,
sons with other much-needed spec- Mrs. A. C. Weatherford, W. A.
ialized medical skills," Mrs. Glaser West, Mat Brown, Route 1, Wingo,
Mrs. Noraih Oliver, Nobel Fields,
stated.
Route 2, Wingo; Jack Williams,
Refresher courses under the Fed- Route 4, Dresden; John Ladd, ClinOne person was killed and six ineral Manpower Development and ton; Horace Mozier, Route 4, Clinjured in a head-on collision two
Training Act will be established for ton; Roy Cruce, Cayce
miles south of here 'on U. S. 45-W
about 5:50 p. m. Monday, June 19.
The dead man was identified as
Chester Blanton, 57-year-old carpenter from Hickman.
W. C. Matthews, 23, of South Fulton, a passenger in Blanton's car,
was seriously injured and was removed to Baptist Hospital in Memphis for treatment.
State Trooper T. E. Kilpatrick
identified Sammy Dodson, Memphis Negro, as the driver of the
other car. Dodson was listed in
critical condition in a Memphis
hospital.
Other passengers in the Dodson
car wore:
Mrs. Willie Joe Isabelle, Memphis, two broken legs.
Willie Joe Isabelle, broken arm.
Delores Partee, Memphis.
William Hodge, Union City.
All are listed in serious condition. Isabelle and his wife were
taken to Memphis, the Partee wonian was taken to Fulton Hospital
and Hodge was removed to a Union
City Hospital.
Both automobiles were demolished.
Blanton's body was removed to
Barrett Funeral Home in Hickman.

Ivan Brady

Auto Collision
Kills One,Six
Others Injured

Mrs. R. M. Kirkland
Mrs. R. M. Kirkland died CRI
Monday, June 19, in Huntsville,
Texas. Funeral and burial were
held in Texas.

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

Mrs. Kirkland was from South
Fulton and was the daughter of the
FT. KNOX, KY., June 1.3 —
late Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Crockett.
Thomas L. Taylor
She was a member of the South Army Private
Company B, 9 BatFulton school faculty for a number is assigned to
talion, 3 Brigade, here in the United
of years.
States Army Training C,enter,
Surviving are her husband, R. Armor (USATCA).
M. Kirkland, one daughter, Mrs.
He will spend the next two
Gene Smith of Huntsville, Texas, months learning the fundamental
and one sun, Joe Kirkland, who is skills of the soldier in today's
in Vietnam.
modern, action Army—firing live
ammunition under simulated combat situations, learning protective
measures and first-aid for chemical, biological and radiological atFuneral services for Johnnie tacks, as well as being schooled in
Harwood were held in Jackson the use of modern arms.
Funeral Home chapel on June 21
Interspaced with constant emwith Rev. Jerry Gallimore, of Dres- phasis on proper physical condiden, officiating. Burial was in Oak tioning, diet, rest and health habits,
Grove Cemetery.
will be ample opportunity to utilize
Mr. Harwood, 69, died in the USATCA's many and varied recreaFulton Hospital on Tuesday, June tional and religious facilities.
20, following a brief ill- 3SS.
Following the completion of basic
He was a well-known farmer of training, Pvt. Taylor who is the
the Chestnut Glade community. son of Mr. and Mrs. T. 4.7. Taylor
He was born in Weakley County, Wafter Valley, Ky., will receive at
Tenn., the son of the late Mon and least an additional eight weeks of
Mattie Jones Harwood. He was a either advanced instruction or onmember of the Dukedom Metho- the-job training to qualify him in a
specialized skill.
dist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Tommy Harwood; one son, John
KY HA, VIETN Val JUrbe 6—MaPaul Harwood of Fulton, Route 5;
rine Sergeant William P. Sheehan,
one daughter, Mrs. Bill Phillips of
son ef Mr. and Mr,. W. P. Sheehan
Peoria, Ill.; four brothers, Willie
of Route 4, Fulton, Ky., is in Ky
Harwood of Fulton; Freeman Har- Ha, Vietnam, with the Marine Obwood of Fulton. Route 5; Guy Har- servation Squadron Six, a unit of
wood of Dukedom, Route 1, and the First Marine Aircraft Wing.
Jimmy Harwood of Paducah; two
The Squadron forms the air elesisters, Mrs. Herman Parks of ment of the Marine Craps airFulton, Route 5, and Mrs. Lora ground team, and provides close
Walker of Bowling Green, also support for Marines on the ground
three grandchildren and several conducting search and destroy
nieces and nephews.
missions against the enemy in
South Vietnam.

positions for twenty-three successive days. As a result of this massive assault, 291 targets were destroyed with more than 47 confirmed enemy iklled.
During the operation more than
5000 rounds of ammunition were
fired at enemy buildings, bunkers,
caves, and sampans.
Ault is a unit of Destroyer Squadron Sixteen, homeported in May.
port, Fla.

Johnnie Harwood

First Steamer
USS AULT (DD-698)--June 9—
Seaman Monet] Osten, USN, son of
Mr and Mrs. Willie C. Osten of
Water Valley, Ky., is in the Western Pacific aboard the Seventh
Fleet destroyer USS Auk.
The destroyer recently rained
I
continuous bombardment on enemy
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST II
The steamboat New Orleans, first
successful steamer on the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers, made its
first run from Louisville to New
•
Orleans in October, 1811.
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Insulation — Roofing — Storm
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
All Types of Siding including
Carports and Patio Covers
20-year-guar•ntsw Reynolds
Aluminum

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Bill Taylor
400 Main
PHONE 472-1Pr/

WhiInel Funeral

Het=

offers
1). Prompt, courteous amino
lance sorvico with 2 staff momhors on duty at all Winos.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burt&
policies.
Telephone 472-2332
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SAVE!

SHOP

APPLIANCE
PRICES...

NUS OFFER EN
SATURDAY,

Play

BONUS

BINGO

WIN
11000

WIN

NEW

NEW

Cash!

Books!

Slips!

WIN

WIN

NEW

NEW

Early!

Often!

Games!

Prizes!

WIN
Products!

ADULTS ONLYI
No Purchase Required

GET YOUR NEW
GAME BOOK TODAY!

CLIP THESE EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP

YOU WIN
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A FEW Of The MANY RECENT WINNERS
Oma Williams

Dessie Robey

Ida Hutchenson

Mrs. Hays Byron

Mrs. Art Rudd

Laverne Kerney

Wesley Jackson

James Olds

Mrs. James Campbell

Harold Grissom

Oscar Finch

Lady W. Craddock

Weekly Rates
For Unemployed
Raised To $47
Uneemployment
compensation
maximum benefits will be increased $2 a week to $47 for claims
filed on or after July 1 of this year,
Governor Edward T. Breathitt announces.
Breathitt says this is possible
because an escalating clause to determine unemployment benefits
was enacted by the 1966 General
Assembly. The law provides that
the Economic Security Commissioner shall determine the average
weekly wage for insured employment and provide a maximum
benefit based on 55 per cent of 86
per cent of the average weekly insured employment wage.
The average monthly employment in 1966 was 552,986 and total
wages reported by emPloyers covered by the law were $2,887,875,397,
according to Economic Security
Department records.
The average weekly wage for insured employment was $100.43.
This is obtained by dividing the
average monthly employment into
total wages and dividing by 52.
Fifty-five per cent of 85 per cent
of the average weekly wage of
$100.45 is $46.95. The law permits
rounding out the payment to the
nearest multiple of one dollar.
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Saturday, June 24, is your last chance for
bonuses and bargain buys in electric
appliances. Act now! Don't miss this chance
to add new electric appliances to your home
and to collect a bonus with each one you buy.
See your appliance dealer for specials in
these appliances today! Get a bargain—get
a bonus!

To collect your bonus...
Buy and install on our lines one or more

SPECIAL
BONUS
OFFERS

of the appliances listed here. Bring your
sales receipt to our office—and pick up your
bonus.

Extra time for installation...

Ba
Va
El

WA
Phone

Bonus offers end Saturday, June 24. To
qualify for your bonuses, your purchases
must be installed on our lines and the sales
receipt presented at our office by Friday,
June 30.

Air Conditioner
Dishwasher
Freezer
Range
Water Heater

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
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before he can plan a vacation.
Father's Day of their parents and vine. They will return the latter Page 5
The Fulton News, Thursday, June 22, lnr"
(Bert is advertising director for the • AUSTIN SPRINGS
grandparents, Mr and Mrs. Buton part of the week.
guest
of children, Mr.
weeks,
house
Clarksdale
Trimble
By
Mrs.
Carey
Las.sitir
(Miss.)
Press-)
(Continued From Page Three)
Mrs. Dave Mathis, this village,
Well, now that I have told you
The condition of Weiss Jones Was stricken very sick the past and Mrs. Howard Harris.
is still as long as it ever was dur- my life, 'how about yours? But you
Rev, Russell Rogers filled his grew much worse the past week week and her family physician was
ing war-tame.
always manage to make yours run
140 Broadway, South Fulton
regular appointment at New Salem and children have been at his bed- called out here to 'administer
Salt Seekers!
Tommy's mother, beaming as smoothly.
medication. She is now feeling
Baptist Church the past Sunday at side.
Phone 479-1M4
mothers will, asked why he didn't
Let me hear from you.
Messrs. Cecil Davis and J. W. some better, we are glad to iewet.
11 a. m. The evening worship folSalt was eagerly sought by early
—Armstrong
Inlaid Linoleum
call home more often.'Pommy said
lows BTU meeting at 6:30 p. m. Bynum have completed their wheat
Mr. and Mrs. Danny True and Kentucky settlers. In February,
nary a word ... just pointed to the
Always,
It was announced some time ago harvest, so have Buton Lassiter son, and Mrs. Leonora True of 1778, Daniel Boone and a party of —Vinyl and Tile
line.
that the summer revival will begin and James King. The yield has New Florence, Mo., were here for 29 from Boonesborough were cap- —Downs and McGee Carpeting
Louise
Doti't suppose AT&T will ever
the third Sunday in July. The Rev. been only fair, due to heavy rains Father's Day with Mr. and Mrs. tured at Lower Blue Lick while
—Upholstering, Modern &
make enough phones to accomolowlands being flooded Grover True. The younger True making salt. All of the party exMiss Ruth Ann Burnette left Sun- Pruitt of Pleasant View Church is and some
Antique
date the soldiers and please anxithe visiting minister at this series during May.
family attended the church services cept Boone were killed by the Inday
for
an
extended
visit
with
her
ous parents the world over.
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix, of Louis- at New Salem Baptist Church the dians. Boone made friends with the
sister, Jean, in Burbank, Calif. of meetings.
Indian chief and was adopted by
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter ville, are spending vacation with past Sunday.
—Jim Martin Paints
They are daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mac Harris, of Jackson, him. Let's Speak Up For KenOur hectic life reported in a re- W. P. Burnotte.
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of their mother, Mrs. Martha Croft,
tucky.
cent column seems to be as calm
Martin, were Sunday guests on and Mrs. Nix's parents in Madison- Tenn., has been here the past few
as can be to a lot of other folks,
It was fun when a group of kith
especially those who have small and kin gathered alt Reelfoot Lake simempei,
children in the family. A letter last Sunday, June 18, at a lakeside
from Mrs. Bert Matthews in Clarks- restaurant. While it is obvious that
dale, Mississippi (Jo's sister) even many branches of the family were
goes so far as to say our life runs in attendance, it could not be called a "reunion" as such.
smoothly compared to hers.
Because the letter exemplies
But all the folks had fun. We
the frenzy of many homes around rather imagine that our old friend,
here, we are publishing it for your Roy Maurer, who has written for
comfort and amusement. There are the News and who lives in Rosefour ch:ldren in the Matthews ville, Michigan, got the whole .thing
family. Two boys, (about 12 and together. Here are the folks who
ten) a college sophonure and attended:
Tisti, the one with a 28 pound
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Maurer of
baby boy.
Roseville, Michigan; Mr. and Mrs.
Here's the letter
Vernon Alvis and Mr. and Mrs.
James Shelton of Columbus, Ohio;
,
1 .7rs. Carol Smith and little sister,
Sunday Afternoon, "Resting" .
Belinda Jeffress of Martin, Tenn.;
Dear Jo:
It'r. and Mrs. W. W. Shelton, Mr
and Mrs. Danny Shelton and son
The boys got your letter and were Mark, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Shelton,
so glad to hear from you and so Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Hopkins,
was I, but things in my household Mrs. Nina Murchison,
Mrs. D. J.
have gotten to the point that I am Murchison and daughters Janie and
just about zany.
Vicki, Miss Allie Murchison, Mrs.
I read your column and if you Delma and sons, Leon, David and
think your househoki is go-go-go, Stevie, all of Fulton, Route 1;
you should see the utter confusion
Also, Miss Brenda Thompson of
that I have.
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Sandra Collum
First, Susan managed to get a of Hickman; Mrs. Brenda Todd of
very good job at Emhart Manufac- Arlington; Mr. and Mrs. Hayford
turing Company - at last until Sep- Duke and Joe Lynn of Crutchfiekl;
tember 1st, pays $65 a week and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Barkley and
overtime. She's in the main office, Greg of Clinton, and the host and
working some teletype machine hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
and others. Has to be on the job at Duke of Water Valley, Route 1.
7 a m., gets off at 4 p. m., no
Saturday work. She will earn about
$600, and that "ain't hay."
Second, she has been "dropped"
DUKEDOM NEWS
(modern lingo for fraternity pinned)
By Mrs. Hinman Westbrook
by a boy from Oldahoma. She has
been going with him for sevPleasant View Baptist Church is
eral months. A real handsome,
smart boy. He is a pre-med stu- engaged in Vacation Church School
dent at Delta State. He is going to this week. Twenty pupils and six
summer school at Delta State, so teachers were present Saturday for
he is here from Friday afternoon' preparation day. There will be a
until Sunday afternoon. So that program for the closing on Friday,
means coming and going, telephone June 23, at 8 o'clock.
Also, the first announcements of
ringing, girls running in and out
this revival were given me. This is
and such.
Bert, III is on a baseball team, to be the second week in July, with
so his:games as twice a week Rev. Gerald Stow the 1.iisitigg
starting at 5:30 p. m and lasting aevangelist, assisting the pastor,
until 7. Then he practices on the Bro. Bobby Pruitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Irby are
other days; of course, swimming
on the off hours. Warren has sev- now al their home in Murray, after
eral yard-mowing jobs, so mother their wedding trip to Florida and
has to pick up the lawn mower Indiana. Mrs. Irby is the former
Mr.
75 pounds or so) and put in the Gae Rue Brown, daughter of
of Tullacar and then take him to the job and Mrs. W. B. Brown
Dukedom.
and unload the mower. He calls homa, formerly of
Mrs. James McKee, of Martin,
when he is through and I go load
message to the Good
the mower and bring him home. brought a
last Thursday night
He collects $2.00 and I have a Springs group
Ev a ngelism."
on "Responsible
broken back.
They concluded a study on "New
Then - Tish has a steady job in
Evangelism," which has been goShelby, so she comes in early
Of course men don't read ads; men are strict
ing on for several months in the
every Saturday morning to buy
Sunday School hour. We were also
groceries and shop and pay bills,
ly in the minority as buyers in the family. 88',
glad to have her daughter, Lila,
etc., and I keep the baby, who
visit with us.
weighs 28 pounds. Then she stays
of everything bought in the home is bought either
Mr. and Mrs. Fielder Carton and
through supper and goes home and
son, of Florida, and Mr. and Mrs.
maybe all three come back and Lavaughn Carlton, of Houston,
by the women, or the selection is influenced by
look at TV until late shows. Are Texas, have been visiting with
them.
you getting tired yet?
daughter and sister, Mrs. Terry
Do you think I need a vacation or Bethel and family and other friends
should I go to some rest home? and relatives.
Women are ALIVE each week to what's going
Bert calls me the foreman.
George Cunningham continues
Also, the wife of the fellow who quite ill at the home of his son,
on SPECIAL in the stores, and that's why we read
works for Bert is expecting a baby Estes Cunningham.
any time from now 'til sometime in
at
away
Johnnie Harwood passed
the Fulton SHOPPER each Wednesday and the
July, so Bert has to wait on that Fulton Hospital Monday night. He
Brothers
Jackson
NEWS each Thursday. To a woman, advertising is
was carried by
ambulance on Sunday night to the
"news" of what is able to save her money.
hospital, having suffered a stroke.
WE RENT - - W. B. Isbell is able to be at home
Hospital beds
after the second period of hospitalization recently, but will be some
Baby beds
time recovering.
Vacuum Cleaners
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Watkins and
Stepanie have returned from a trip
Floor polishers
to Mammoth Cave and surrounding
areas.
Bob and Gary McCall, of Detroit,
CO.
FIJRN.
WADE
spent several days with their uncle
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. Durrell McCall and family last
The Fulton Shopper goes swingin
' up and down the streets of Fulton and
week, returning .home on Sunday.

Scattered Patter

S. P./400RE & CO.

Who reads the ads in the paper?
I don't.
So why should I advertise my
store when I don't even read the
ads myself?

your
your

To
lases
sales
iday,

Clinton ...up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL

Of all the
treat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
T it. $1185 $155
ao PROOF

& 100 Proof
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 00 Proof

Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone

Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.

ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA

every week of the year,

singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.

'paper . . . live, newsy, woll-printed
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is pi/bits/toil each week by THE NEWS
219 Commercial, Fulton.
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With JIM PRYOR
aerio.luuol Acme,
THINNING THE TREE -CROP
PROFITABLE
Proper spacing of the tree population in your forest at different
stages of development is accomplished by thinning. Tree population directly affects the growth,
health, and in many cases species
of trees in timber land. Growth
rate and local value are profoundly affected by adjusting the area
allotted each tree. Hence, thinning
is of vital importance in producing
a desirable high quality forest.
Here are some examples; a well
stocked 40 to 50 year old second
growth hIrdwood stand grew 40
per cent faster after thinning. In
another hardwood stand growth increased 70 per cent after thirtyAght per cent of the volume had
seen removed.
Growth habits of forest trees are
regulated by their environment.
Closely grown trees will usually be
straight with single stems and narrow crowns. Lower branches die
and drop away, leaving tall clean
stems. This is where the lumber
grade of U. S. No. 1 begins growth.
"<nots in lumber reduce strength
for building and the desirability for
ase in finish work, thus it is of low
value.
There are two critical factors
'hat determine rate of growth in
both height and diameter. They
are soil condition and light. In regard to soil condition we refer to
water, drainage, and available
plant food. I am sure we have all
seen the light factor here in our
area where pine trees were planted

FOR SALE:
Nice yellow free-stone
peaches. Pick your own
at $2.50 per busheL Bring
your own container. 600
trees now ready. Located
seven miles from Fulton
on the Fulton-Union City
Highway. Turn right at
Drive-In Theatre.

Flippen's Peach Farm
Phone 885-2529

oaks. The machines do not have to
be elaborate but must be accurate. • PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe

ORION COUNTY

by C. C. C. boys over thirty years
ago and have made very poor
growth. This is due to one thing,
impoper thinning and in most cases
no thinning. This results only in
unprofitable timber and an unhappy land owner. This is one reason why our woods- are cut away
more and more, most land owners
just do not understand why trees
do not grow without all this work.
The purpose of thinning is to give
the highest quality trees and the
most desirable species, ample
space for rapid development. Removal of eompeting weed-trees reduce the struggle for available
light, moisture and plant food,
therefore growth is concentrated
on fewer stems. This will make
marketable timber and more valnewspapers, "Tony"
uable wood products in much less Looking over one of Kentucky's prize-winning
time than nature, if left to her own Santos is shown here with Mrs. Anna Thompson and his Fulton hostess
devices. The farm forest should be Mrs. Roy M. Taylor.
treated as any other cash crop even
though returns may seem rather
slow at times.

Report Citing
West Kentucky
Coal Published

If our other crops receive no
more attention than forest areas it
is doubtful that much profit would
be realized from farming today.
In 1967, shall we resolve to give
more care to our farm woodland.

Members Named
To Attend 4-H
Fashion Revue
Misses Cheryl Shemwell, Ballard
County, Wanda Samples, Hickman
County, Shelia Duncan, Graves
Nancy Paschall,
County, and
Graves County, were selected to
represent the Purchase Area 4-H
Clubs at the State 4-H Fashion
Revue at the Area Revue held at
Fulton County High Schaal, Tuesday, June 13th.
Fifty 4-H girls from all eight
counties in the Purchase Area participated in the event. During the
morning the girls judged the garments of other participants. Modeling training was given by Miss
Mary Casper of McCracken County,
Miss Nancy Veatch of Hickman
County and Misses Fonda Adams
and Shelia DeMyer of Fulton County.
Miss Ruth Jackson of Carlisle
County narrated the revue with
piano music by Miss Nancy Veatch
of Hickman County.
An IFYE, Mr. Antonio Joven
Santos, from the Philippines, serenaded the group with several guitar
selections. Mr. Santos is the house
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Taylor and family.

A report on the correlation of
coals and their associated rocks in
western Kentusky has just been
printed, Dr. W. W. Hagan, state
geologist arid director of the Kentucky Geological Survey at the
University of Kentucky, says.
The report, "Pennsylvania Cross
Sections in Western Kentucky,"
was prepared by Gilbert E. Smith,
a KGS staffer. It deals with tracing
coal beds across areas where
rocks are poorly exposed.
The report presents a series of
cross sections based on geophysical
logs to show depth of coal from one
locality to another. Copies, at
$1.42 each, may be purchased from
the Kentucky Geological Survey,
Mineral Industries Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington
40506.

Ceological Map
Of Cayce Area
Now Available
A new geologic map of the Cayce
area of Western Kentucky is now
available through the University
of Kentucky, according to Dr. Wallace W. Hagan, state geologist and
director of the Kentucky Geological
Survey at UK.
The map covers a 60 square mile
area and includes sections of Fulton and Hickman counties. It is entitled "Geologic Map of the Cayce
Quadrangle," by W. W. Olive.
Copies may be obtained for $1.13
each from the Kentucky Geological
Survey, Mineral Industries Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington 40506.
Remodeled Lately?

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

COTTON LOOKING ROUGH

Most of the cotton fields we have
seen during the past week have
RAIN NEEDED
looked pretty tough, due to insects
Not too long ago farmers were such as thrips and fleabeetles
worried - wanted all the rain to chewing and sucking on the young
stop in order that their crops could cotton plant.
be planted but now about all the
Thrips are very active, minute
farmers talk about is that a good
rain is needed. Usually, when we yellowish or brown pests generally
write about the weather in our found on seedling cotton. They
column, the weather changes or cause the ragged puckered leaves
we get a good rain by the time the on young plants and can destroy or
column is published in the paper. reduce stands. In the last two years
We have to write our column on thrips have hurt stand's and control
Friday of each week so let's hope of thrips is now recommended as
that we'll get that good rain before a general practice. Control of thrips
gets cotton off to a good start. This
you read this.
causes the cotton to open earlier
We found last week while in the and results in a large first picking.
Hal';-is Community, Thomas E. Ghee in a while, yield is increased.
Hackett busy working with all
Fleabeetles are small, jumping,
kinds of vegetables that he grows
for the market in Union City and black or tan and yellow striped
Fulton. I was amazed at the num- beetles which retard growth of and
ber of vegetables that Mr. Hackett often destroy stands of seedling
is producing. He has a never-end- cotton. These insects make indenting job, for he keeps several large ed brown spots, stripes and holes
garden areas just as clean and neat in leaves by their feeding.
as you will ever find any small
These insects on cotton can be
garden plot.
controlled very easily and at a low
- —
insecticide cost pet : :a by using
NEW CHEMICAL ON THE WAY any of the followinj, insecticides:
Obion Coenty farmers that at- Toxaphene, Maiathion, DDT, Setended the chemical field day at vin, Dieldrin, or Endrin. If your
Jackson recently seemed impress- cotton is bothered by these insects,
ed with the large amount of work one or two sprayings will make a
being done in the developments of great deal of difference in the looks
new chemicals to control insects of the cotton. Of course, the hot
and weeds, and grass in corn, cot- weather is making the cotton gross
and will help about as much as
ton, and soybeans.
anything.
It looks as if we'll be using a lot
of new chemicals on cotton and
soybeans next year that we haven't
been using before.
The misuse of chemicals is showing up on many crops. All farmers
need to follow recommended rates
as well as recommeethd eh_ icals
for a particula- crop. Attracting
much interest v. as the equipment
that was used to apply the chemi-

Nice crowds attended church and
Sunday School at Chapel Hill and
Johnson's Grove Sunday. Bro.
Smithmyer will be coming to
Chapel Hill soon. Bro. Paul McClarin went to Martin circuit.
William Long has been on the
sick list the last few days, suffering from an infected tooth.
Mrs. Bud Stem spent Sanuelay in
Paducah with her granddaughter,
Mrs. Kenny Roberts, who was injured in a car wreck one day last
week.
Miss Pat Tolley, of Decaturville,
Tenn., spent the week end with
MISS Pamela Greer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smiths. , of
Illinois, spent the week end • ith
her parents here.
New School
.5 adding twi, .ew areo
The E.
vocationaltechaical schools to the
13 it is now either re-building or
expanding. The new schools will be
an off-campus school at Morehead
State University and an aeronautics
school at Somerset.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

WINES I

LIQUORS

ALL-ELECTRIC BARGAIN BLAST!
Legion, Auxiliary
To Meet On Monday
The Marshall Alexander Post
No. 72 of the American Legion and
the Auxiliary will meet in regular
session at 7 p. m. Monday, June
26, in the Post home.
Following the potluck dinner,
separate meetings will be held.
Hostesses for the dinner are Mrs.
H. P. Allen, Mrs. S. G. Basilan and
Mrs. Frank Barber.
Members of both the Legion and
the Auxiliary are urged to be present.
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Library Science!
FULL-SCALE RESORTS
In 1932, the Department of LiOf the 35 Kentucky State Parks
brary Science was established at
the University of Kentucky, with and Shrines, 12 are complete vacation resorts
Mildred Semmons as head.
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A special bargain, with a big bonus! A cool
retreat! These are all yours when you buy
an electric air conditioner during the allelectric bargain blast.

And, remember—bonuses come with the
other appliances listed here, too!

To collect your bonus...

Bonus offers are good only on installations
You can put that air conditioner in your
kitchen, in the den, in the living room. on our lines of the appliances listed here.
Wherever you put it, you'll have.a cool, cool Purchases must be made on or after May 10,
spot for relaxing or working during the hot 1967, and not later than July 1st. 1967.
summer months.
When you buy and install one or more of
listed appliances, bring your sales receipt
the
in
specials
See your appliance dealer for
office — and pick up your bonus.
our
to
bonus!
a
bargain
get
—
air conditioners. Get a

GIVI

enjo
fere
Ken
Ken
Cou
cult
bat
frier
goo

Cos
lint
whe

Installation Must Be Made By July 1
Thru 17,000 BTU

Choosing a plant site is something you've really got to put your mind
to. When you call in Illinois Central, we put BRAINFARE to work with
our best minds, both human and electronic. BRAINFARE produces
pertinent facts. It presents close-up details like local climate, the
geological strata for deep well waste disposal, even the availability of
after hours social life for management and professional men. And
while BRAINFARE works with pushbutton efficiency, it's strictly
button-your-lip when it comes to negotiating. Put BRAINFARE to
work on your site search. Write or phone J. S. Frost, Ass't
Vice President, Industrial Development, 135 E. 11th Place,
BRAINFARE,,Nand* Central's new
Chicago, III. 60605. Area Code 312 922-4811.
total warfare program agsinst outmoded
concepts of transportation. We've marshaled our best human and electronic
brains Into problem-solving task forces lo
MO In on your total deiributio• and raw

koung fumes.

SPECIAL
BONUS
OFFERS

Air Conditioner .••• $ 5.00
Over 17,000 BTU

Air Conditioner .... $10.00
$10.00
Dishwasher
Water Heater
$15.00
1I 41 i ,1 P'
10MI LNISWUM192 1 1 .1 1.I 1 11111111111(11111illi

titt„
!!.,

WEAICLEY COUNTY
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM
MARTIN
587-1375

DRESDEN
344-22110

GREENFIELD
23S-3121

GLEASON
4411-9126

SOUTH FULTON
179-1732

.01

W.[
Fultt
Phoi

TION
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The Parson
Speaks

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

We didn't get much rain yesterday, as we were supposed to according to predictions; better luck
June 2, 1886
next time.
Pamela Dublin is feeling better, Dear Auntie,
•
after running a high temperature
Looking from the great arch
last week, caused by a virus.
rafter of this old church to the disMrs. Mary Nell Gossum of Flortant floor below, I see the worshipida visited.her parenty, Mr. and
ers there. They seem so small.
Mrs. B. H. Lowry, and other relaEven mice feel greater when seeing
tives here last week.
people so Little. But then I rememCecil Wilhams is much improved ber the size of me. I begin to wonat this time, after suffering several der why it is that God loves so
days last week from an upset small a thing as man i.nd mou-,e.
stomach.
And He loved us even to the extent
Mrs. John Yates is slowly im- that lie took His place in this world
proving at her home here.
to live the life of man.
Mrs. Charlie Winstead of Fulton
Just Chink of that, Auntie, God
from
sister,
Massachu- became
and heir
man! The eternal, omnisetts, called on their aunt, Mrs. potent and all
knowing God dwelt
Pankey, Monday afternoon.
upon this earth as the Man Jesus
Mesdames Allene Lowry and
Christ. But, Auntie, it appalls me
Mary Nell Gossurn shopped in Pa- to think
that many there are who
ducah one day last week.
have the name Christian and yet
Mrs. Rose Brann is not feeling do not
believe this fundamental
so well at this time. She visited truth that Christ is
God. They have
her son and family, Mr. and Mrs. been cheated in their
faith by the
Namon Brann and Billy, the first limits of human
reason. But God
of last week, but is now at her asked that we
believe beyond the
daughter's, Mrs. Blanche Russell. limit of mere reason
upon the
Mrs. James E. Moore and baby, revelation of His
divine Word.
Annessa Joy, are home from the
To believe that Christ is God, it
hospital and doing filitt.
is necessary that one also accept
Mrs. Naomi Kayser and Mrs. certain other facts concerning Him,
Orpah Evans, of Huntsville, Ala., such as: that He existed before He
were Friday night supper guests of came into the world; that He is one
their sister-in-law, Mrs. Cassie with the Father and Holy Spirit,
Taylor. They had been vacationing since there is only one God; that
in Kansas and Oklahoma and were He is all powerful; that Ile had the
on their way home.
power to offer an infinite sacrifice
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody were for the sins of the world. Did
Saturday night supper guests of Christ ever claim these truths for
their daughter and her family, Mr. Himself? He certainly did.
and Mrs. Macon Work of Mayfield.
St. John's Gospel begins with the
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore claim, "In the beginning was the
Moore
isited in the James Earl
Word and the Word was with God,
home Sunday afternoon.
and the Word was God . . . and
Floyd,
of
Mrs.
Herschel
Mr. and
the Word became flesh and dwelt
Mayfield, visited their parents, Mr. among us." Later in the Gospel
and Mrs. Boyd Casey and Mr. and people asked Christ if he were
Mrs. Voile Floyd in Pilot Oak Sun- greater than Abraham and He reday.
plied, "Before Abraham was, I
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden has come am." He was older than Abraham,
home, after visiting some of her who had lived 1800 years before
children.
Him. The night before Christ died
Carlisle Cruse is in the Baptist Phillip asked him to reveal the
Hospital in Memphis and is to Father, then all would believe.
have surgery SCUD.
Christ lamented, "Have I been so
long with you, and you have not
known that he who sees me sees
Use Father. For I and the Father
are one." St. Paul refers to Christ
as the" . . . Fulness of the Godhead . . . in whom are hidden all
The News takes pleasure In wish- the treasures of wisdom and knowing 'Happy Birth:Lay" to the fol- ledge." When asked under oath by
the high priest if he were the Son
lowing friends:
of the living God. Christ acclaimed
June 23: Ronald Mac Fielc6, that He was. The high priest knew
Ricky Locke, Jr.: June 24: Tommy what He meant, for immediately
LeMaster, Delbert Mulcahy; June he accused Christ of blashphemy.
25: Mrs. Kellena Holland, Howard
Christ often referred to himself
Milam, Mrs. Carl Seccombe; June as 'The Son of God." That is a
26: Vicki Cruce;
term used to help us with a deeper
knowledge to a further mystery
June 27: Mary Elizabeth Fields,
coiled the Holy Trinity, the myMac Harrod; June 28: Joyce Forestery of one God, but three divine
hand, Mick Sanders, Robert Taypersons in the unity of the Godlor, Mrs. Bud Stem; June 29: Henry
head.
Bethel, Mrs Linnie Clark, Mrs.
Auntie, in all the ancient mythoRobert Rudolph, Neil Tobin.
logies and pagan religions that
claimed to have a god-becomeman, we can never find where in
history their god was foretold his
coming before his arrival. Christ
was foretold by the prophets for
over a period of a thousand years
before His birth by David, Jeremiah. Isaiah, and Ill a lachia. When
history proclaims Him before He
acclaims himself, then history of
which he S the Master is His credentials of being God. "He is the
Alpha and the Omega, the BeginGive yourself a treat and
enjoy the distinctively difning and the End."
ferent taste of this famous
Mice and men are not small
Kentucky specialty today.
when they have God come to their
Kentucky Gourmet Quality
earth and dwell among them.
Country Hams are rich, sucLoving nephew,
culent, flavorful, and can be
baked, boiled, broiled or
Mousie
fried to a mouth-wateririg
goodness every time.
Select your Kentucky
Oldest Public Building
Country Ham today. You'll
find them many places
The old Green County courthouse
where fine meats are sold.
at Greensburg is the oldest public
building still standing in Kentucky.
The sturdy native stone structure
was completed in 1789 and served
as a county building until the early
1930's. Restored, it is now used
as a county library.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
vivir

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Serving the Fulton-South Fulton Area

A Church That Cares Serves In The Spirit Of Jesus
"And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your
servant: even as the Son of man came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many."
(Matthew 20:27-28)
A Church That Stands For Something
First Baptist does not try to conform to society but seeks to
permeate society with Christian ideals, ways, and purposes.
First Baptist does not try to agree with man's ideas, but seeks
to know and proclaim the Word of God. His Word alone points the
way of eternal life. Only God's love and wisdom are sufficient in
directing one's relationship to church, home, community and

leNTUCkr

Lookfor this Seal
Your assurance of
excellence
FREE RECIPE BOOKLET
Horn
Write: Kentucky Country
Inforrnetion
Dept. of Public
Capitol Annex Building

eranktort,Kentucky

Covington Church
In Covington is the Cathedral
Basilica of the Assumption. One of
Kentucky's most exquisite examples of ecclesiastical architecture, this church contains one of
the world's largest stained-glass
windows. The cathedral was designed after Notre Dame de Paris.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4i1-3951

Fulton

Greenfield
Greenfield. Tenn-

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing borne. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK

Your Prescription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Phone 472.1303

Fulton, Ky,

Everyone is welcomed without regard to standing or station in

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Phone 236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Phone 477-3311

Fulton, Ky.

Union City, Tents.

Hickman, Ky,

South Fulton, Tenn.

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

— SONSmen. 235-2293
J. B. MANESS &

Big Enough To Serve You

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tiat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
W. O. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18;1

First Baptist Is Smell Enough To Know You And

(Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio)

A Church Of Opportunities

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

ents, whether great or small.

world.

COUNTRYHAM

'Delicious
'Eyed Time...

In Worship — Sunday, 10:50 a. m., 7:30 p. m.
In Study, Training — Sunday, 9:45 a. m., 6:30 p. m.
In Church Music — Choirs for all ages
In United Prayer — Thursday, 7:30 p. m.
In Service —
Every sincere Christian who truly desires to serve his Lord
will find at First Baptist opportunities of service worthy his tal-

Phone: 469-5414

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Fulton, Kentucky

"The Royal! Store"
472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 2.50

Hickman, Ky.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479.73/1

Only ordin
are needed t
Marlite Pan
washable pl

NOTEBOOK(Continued From Page One)
about this episode before I violate some
of the tenets of journalistic decency.

exercise his right to choose wisely the
contract which is best suited to him as
an individual.
"One of the most important duties
of this department is to insure there
will be reasonableness, equity and fairness in the relations between policyholders and the insurance companies."
The new regulation sets forth
guidelines, which Woodall said "are intended to forewarn companies and
agents" about what type of representation "may result in the disapproval of
policies, sales presentations and the
revocation of agents' licenses and the
companies' authority."
"The regulation," he said, is not
Erected at the companies per se, but
to the unconscionable misrepresentations of agents . . . and not at the policies being offered, but to the sales techniques incidental to the insurance
transaction."

In the realm of unusual happenings last week Ruth Puckett takes the
grand prize of them all. Ruth, all dressed up in a beautiful silk, Hawaiian
gown (see photo this issue) and her
hair coiffured handsomely, complete
with beautiful orchid at her temple,
heard a knock on the door just as she
was about to leave for the service station's grand opening.
Feeling gay and frivolous, she
pranced to the door, opened it with
a great flourish, bowing low without
looking at her callers and said:
"Come into my parlor, sweet
friends," or something like that.
Well there wasn't much conversation from the doorway, and that's for
sure.
When the silence deafened Ruth
A public hearing on the proposed
she looked up only to see two intiner- new regulation was held here Jan. 20.
ant preachers looking aghast at her.
You can't win 'em all!
Horse Show Friday
LIFE INSURANCE(Continued from Page One)
said:
"In a market with a variety of
products available, hopefully, a person
can make comparisons and then freely

The YMBC annual Horse Show
will be held Friday night, June 23, in
the Kitty League Park, beginning at
7:30 p. m. Reserved seats may be purchased at the Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency.

Hulas Swinging And Gas Flows Like Water

ON CHEVRON ISLAND THE HULAS SWING and the gasoline flows like water. At least that's the way
it
was during the fabulous grand opening of PuckeWs re nodeled Standard Service Station last week-end
. The
station broke all records for sales and consumer inter2st, and that's understandable when one
views the
photos above. The hula girls (all shown in photo at right) are: Dana Puckett, Rita Craven, Mary Jo Westpheling and Linda Crider. In the center photo the smiling gent in front (let) is Sammy Speaks, Standard
Oil
representative from Paducah who was "on the job" during the three-day event. At right in front
are Vada
and Sonny Puckett. Sammy &PEAKS ... well of the giart promotion by the Puckets, who hav• won a trip
MILLS HAVE MOVED!
to
the Bahamas as a result of their unique station decor
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Mills will be interested in knowing
that they have moved from Daytona Beach, Fla., to Boca Raton,
Fla., and their address is 451
Northwest Twelfth Avenue, Boca
Raton, Fla., 33432. They are former
Fultonians.

December In June

Cardinals Will
Students Asked Have Try-Outs
Crossword Puzzle To Speak About In Paducah
MEMEMMEW"MEM Draft-Lottery
w
illOWCOMMAIAM
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ACROSS
1. Edible root
5. Church end
9. What
person?
12. Declare
,13. Encounter
14. Edge
15. Bell sounds
17. Flapjack
19. Faculty
head
21. Change
22.River
barrier
24. 365 days
27. Exclamation
28. Single thing
30. Demand
as due
32. Bone: anat.,
34. Amusement
37. Musical note
38. Chairs
39. Eli
47. Stem jo.nt 60. Kind
23. Girl's name
40 Saint: abbr. 49. Sourness
25. Winged
61. Ste ns
41. Restrain
52. Not urban
26. Dried grape
43. Exercise
55. Vase
DOWN
29. Examined
room
56. Battle
31. On the
1. Spigot
44. Fence
58. A seaweed 2. Hail!
inside
openings
59. Leased
3. Let in again 32. Solely
4. Shield band: 33. Flower part
35. Musical
her.
tone
5. Be
36. Zealously
6. Vigor
40.
Restrict
7. Ocean
42. Neither
8. Sicilian
44. Frenchman
volcano
Answen on
45. Land
9. Rage
- measure
10. March
46. Sieve
11. Hebrew
Page 4
48. Group
measure
of two
16. Utter
50. Essay
18. Cold and
51. Yelp: slang
Don't Peekl
damp
20. Food of the 53. Era
54.
-Vegas
gods
57. Thou:
22. Two-man
plural
fight
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Count to ten
when you buy your
next bottle of
bourbon.

The St. Louis Cardinals will stage
a baseball tryout camp in PaduGovernor Edward T. Breathitt cah. Kentucky on June 26 and 27,
has encouraged all interested Ken- it was announced today by Farm
tucky high school students to write Director George Silvey.
him their views on the Federal
This is an opportunity for young
Government's draft-by-lottery pro- players in the area to get in on
all
gram and student deferment polic- the action at Brooks Stadium,
ies.
where the tryouts will get underThe Governor's request came way at 10 a, m. both days under
about as the result of question and the direction of longtime Red Bird
answer sessions with the student talent scout W. H. "Buddy" Lewis.
bodies of Butler and Western High
The sessions will be open to all
Schools in Jefferson County.
players between 16 and 22, who
Asked his feelings on the draft should bring their own shoes,
and student deferments, the Gov- gloves and a uniform, if they have
ernor said he had not formed an one.
opinion yet and would reserve
"We're looking for hustling,
judgment until he gave the matter Cardinal-type players for our sevenmore study. At the same time, he club farm system," said Silvey,
urged students at the two schools "and this is a once-in-a-summer
to "speak out on these matters." opportunity for those who have the
Later he expanded the invitation tools to break into professional
for opinions to all Kentucky young- baseball . . . abilit,-, desire, and
sters, declaring "18-year-olds are the will to win,more keenly aware and more
No fee is required to participate
closely associated with the draft in the tryouts. A
player signed to
than anyone else.
a contract will be reimbursed for
"Every single opinion and view- the expenses he incurs incident to
point we receive will be valued," the tryouts.
the Governor stated. Breathitt
"We've been recog:„._ ad denamed one of his aides, Brig. Gen- velopers of young
baseball talent
eral Jesse Lindsey, as coordinator through
the years," l'.'T.?ey went on, IN TIMES OF HEAT PRETARE FOR COLD and that's exactly what Billy and Ann Gore did last week.
With
of the student opinion project.
"and many fine players have made temperatures soaring in the
high 90s a News photogra pher got a breath of cold air when viewing this scene
Besides the draft and deferment it big the Cardinal way. With our
issues, the Governor suggested that staff of dedicated instructors and on Commercial Avenue. The Gores were buying their winter merchandise for their flower and gift shop.
the students air their views on any managers to teach and share their Santa Claus looked right comfortable in the sunshine, as you can see.
timely subject, including local, baseball know-how, an ambitious,
State and Federal Goverr lent talented newcomer has everything
all personnel attached to the pro- FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
matters.
going for him with us. Baseball
ject, administrative control, and
offers an exciting and rewarding
policy guidance of the AID-spon- Subscribe To The News
career to a player who has big
sored operations.
SMIONSIIMOMOIMOV
league potential. These tryouts
Kentucky County
could be a dream-come-true for
Teaching graduate courses, diIn 1776, the year the American someone. We're counting
Civil engineering research pro- recting theses, and developing civil
on a good
Revolution began, Kentucky was turnout."
grams at Brazil's Federal Univer- engineering research also are
chartered as a county of Virginia.
To take part an American Leg- sity of Rio de Janeiro are now be- among Dr. Pincus' activities at
ion player must have a letter of ing directed by a University of Federal University.
approval from either his Legion Kentucky associate professor, Dr.
Dr. Pincus and his family presCoach or Post Commander.
George Pincus, currently on a two- ently are living in the Copacabana See us for - - between Martin and Union City
year leave of absence. Dr. Pincus area of Rio de Janeiro.
Your Insurance Needs
recently was appointed chief of
The UK man left for Rio in DeEqual Districting
Thursday, Friday. Jun. 22-23
party of the University of Houstoncember with the announced purThe 1966 Legislature re-aligned Agency for International Develop- pose of helping to train engineering
Double Feature
ment
graduate
engineering
project
Kentucky's seven Congressional
Starts At Dusk
professors and developing a redistricts to make them as nearly in BrazN.
Fulton
472-1341
Pierre Brice, Georgia Moll
search program at two institutions
equal in population as poasible.
His duties include supervision of of higher education in the city.
Lipstick

U K Engineering Prof
Heads Brazil Project

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Rice Agency

and
Michael Cain, Nanette Newman

PUGGY

by Horace Elmo
'WHAT MIAKE5YOUIPINK
YOU'D BE A GOOD E3A5EBALL. UmPiRE,LRUR1E

The Wrong Box
Saturday, June 24
THREE SHOWS
Starts at Dusk
Audie Murphy, Joan Staley
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Treasure of Silver Lake
also

Ten High

Curse of the Fly
Sunday - Monday, June 25-24
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Elvis Presley

is a true Bourbon of Hiram
Walker quality. Try some. Sip it

Girls, Girls, Girls

slow and easy. Enjoy fine 86
proof straight Bourbon whiskey as

and

Fun In Acapulco

only Hiram Walker can make it!

Tuesday, Wednesday, June 27-22
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Cary Grant, Samantha Eggar

Walk, Don't Run
and
William lloklen, Richard Widmark

86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
•

••••
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THE FIZZLE FAMILY
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NOUSE?
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Chev
Used C
Main a

Only ordinary carpentry tools
are needed to install prefinished
Marlite paneling, which has a
washable plastic finish.

20/000BT
EMERSON
QUIET KOOL
AM-CONDITIONER
— Fully Guaranteed
— Instant Mount Side
Panels

Cools Your
Whole House
Jus "

Terms Available
way it
-end. The
views thit

Rad/wad SaloarCs
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

Jo Westnda rd Oil
are Veda
a trip to

Used Cars
1466 CHEVELLE SS 3%, 4speed, bucket seats, console, new tires, bronze
with black vinyl top; Ky
tags, local car; 13,000
miles; real sharp,
1966 CHEVELLE 2-door hardtop V8, one owner; we sold
it new; straight shift; Marine blue outside, black
vinyl inside; Tem. title.
1966 FORD Galaxie SOO, 4-door
sedan, whit*, V-8, automatic. Local car, one owner, Tennessee title. Traded
in on new Chevrolet.
1966 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan
V8, automatic, white, Tenn
car; trade-in on new CMyells.
1966 CHEVY II Nova. 2-door,
hardtop, white out, red
trim
inside. 4-cylinder,
straight shift, good driving, economical car. New
tires.
1966 PONTIAC GTO .4-speed,
bucket seats, green. Trade
in on new Chovville. Tennessee title.
1945 Corvair Monza Cony. 4speed, red and red inside;
new car trade-in
1964 CHEVROLET Betel,. 6-cyl•
straight shift, white with
aqua top. Ky. tags; traded
in on new Chevelle.
1964 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door sedan, power and air. We
sold it new. Kentucky tag,
traded in on another new
Buick. Beige in color.
One owner.
1964 BUICK Wildcat, 2-door,
hard top, red inside and
out, power and air. We
sold it new. Kentucky
tags, traded back on new
Buick. One owner.
7964 PLYMOUTH station wag,
on, 4-door; Ky. license;
brown; automatic transmission; air; trade-in on
new Buick.
1964 OLDSMOBILE F8S 4-door
sedan VII, automatic; brat
car; trade-in on new
Buick.
1964 Chev Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky, Car,
1 owner.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala 2.
door Super Sport VI,
straight shift, white; Ky.
tags. To be sold AS IS
7963 PLYMOUTH
Fury V-8,
automatic, power steering.
Traded in on new Chevrolet. White in color.
1963 Fairlans SOO, 4-door sedan, V-8,
Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
7963 BUICK LeSabre, 4-door,
hard-top, power steering,
power brakes, automatic,
blue and white. One owner,
Kentucky car. We sold it
new, trade-in Of1 67 Wildcat.
1962 CHEVROLET Impala 2door hardtop V8, powerglide, Tenn. tag; traded in
on new Buick.
1961 CHEVROLET 6-cyl,
straight shift, 4-door, Ky.
tags; traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1961 CHEVROLET 6-cyl
straight shift, 2-door se.
den. Traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1961 OLDSMOBILE power and
air, Gray, New car tradein. Ky. tags.

State College
Teachers To Get
Salary Increases
NASH VILLE
— 7 eachers
in state colleges.,rid universities will get salary raises ranging from $700 to $1,000 annually
under new salary schedules approved Tuesday by the State
Board of Education.
The new schedules included
teacher pay increases approved
by the recent session of the state
legislature. Raises also were as.
proved for teachers in st a t e
junior colleges, v ocatio na 1
schools and special schools ad.
ministered by the board.
The biggest increase was a
.$1,000 boost in the maximum
salary for a teacher with a doctor's degree.
The ne% schedule of salary
ranges includes:
— A minimum of $5,000 for an
instructor with a bachelor's de.
gree to a maximum of $10,500
for an instructor with a doctor.
ate.
— Assistant professor with a
master's,''6,400 minimum; $12,500 maximum with a doctorate.
— Associate professor with a
master's,$6,400 minimum; $13,.
500 maximum with a doctorate.
,
Professor with a master's,
$7,000 minimum; $14,500 mast.
mum with a doctorate.
The salary range for junior
college teachers includes a $5,000 minimum for an Instructor
with a bachelor's degree to 612,500 for a professor with a doctor's degree.
At state vocational schools,
the new salaries will go from a
minimum of $7,200 for an associate instructor to a maximum
of $13,200 for a professor with
a master's degree.
The largest salary authorized
by the board was $22,000 a year
for Dr. C. C. Humphreys, presi.
dent of Memphis State University.
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Of interest to Homemakers

1.111

Sauvignes Leaving
Union City

ti

George E. Rauvlitne of Union
City has been named head of the
South Florida district of Colonial
Life and Accident Insurance
Company, Columbia, S. C. and
already has established offices
in Coral Gables, Fla.
wife,
Mrs. 'cue'
His
Sauvigne, Union City radio personality, and their five children
plan to join him in Coral Gable
Sauvtgne
The
next Sunday.
children are Diana, Patti,George
Jr., Devi and John.
Mr. and Mrs. Sauvigne plan
to retain their home on the Old
Rives Road but will sell their
furniture and other items ataucnon at the home Saturday morning
at 10.
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BtU
ha veva 1952 Cijevriikt Impala
2 dirar hardtop wilt air, power
slecr.:1,1 and automatic transini ,jon; it is kght beige inside'

oad clot

. . a shorp, low -miSe-

PRICED JUST RIGHT!
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
63 PONTIAC Catalina 4-dr. sedan; power steering and
brakes
63 CHEVROLET, 6-cly., Sharp.
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
60 FORD 4-door sedan
60 VOLKSWAGEN, local
20-2.5 other cars, trucks
59 FORD '/2-ton pickup, li-cyl;
good condition
5$ FORD wagon, clean, local
Car

56 FORD /
1
2-ton pickup, V8,
good condition
SS CHEVROLET Vs ton Pickup'

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4724362
North bypass; Ky. side

Learn how to tell

CLEANING
OF SUITS!
There is a difference - and

, can look
A
CIVITAN LADIES INSTALLED — Raymond W. Richerson
(second from left)of Jackson, who with his organist Bobby Newton presented the program during the annual Civitan Installation
_Just Ladies Night Banquet at Blue Bank Tuesday night, talk
•

"The public will be protected," says Dunlap Elliott, director of the orggram which begins Jan. 1 in Kentucky.
Under a plan now being drawn
up as part of the regulations, a
garage or service station will
give a car or truck owner a
icopy of the Inspection sheet
showing repairs needed.
The motorist may have the
work done any place within five
days, then must take the inspection sheet back to the station for
approval and issuance of a sticker.
One copy of the Aspection
form must be mailed by the inspection station to Frankfort. It
will list riot only the repairs authorized but the cost of each repair.
Elliott said the Information
will be audited continually In
his division in the Public Safety
Department.
"If we see one station is order-

ing an excess of one type of repair or replacement, we'll send
a field inspector to find out
why," he said.
"Likewise, if we see a station
Is consistently charging more
than the average for an auto
part or service, we'll investigate."
Elliott said these steps will be
In addition to "an immediate
response" by his agency to any
complaint from a vehicle owner.
He said anothe7 protection for
the public will be in the nature
of the inspection itself.
Instead of either rejection or
approval, Kentucky has decided
to use a third tactic called "borderline passage."
For instance, the inspecting
mechanic finds that a car's
brake linings are good but only
for a few more months.
Although replacement will not
be mandatory at the moment,'
the station will mark "borderline passage" for the brakes. It
will tell the motorist his brakes
will need relining before the
next annual inspection.
"This is a service to the driver," Elliott said. "That way it
will also keep him from blaming
the inspection station if he has
car trouble before a year is up."

G-SEZE SPECIALS: this week onl

No station will be allowed to
do any repair work without an
authorization from the vehicle
owner.
But the motorist, who pays
$2.50 for inspection, will have to
pay the same fee again if he
does not make necessary repairs within .five days after the
vehicle is checked.
Inspection will include checking all windows, windshield
wipers, horn, rear view mirrows,
outside lights, tires, exhaust system, turn signals and front SUBpension.

Burglary
Of Wingo
Bank Fails

that extra touch

1-Hour Cleaning!
1-Day Shirt Service

—

New Shipment of—
Diamonds— Tie TacksSummer Jewelry for
Women

The service and parking
brakes will be tested. At least
one wheel will have to be removed in brake checking.
The first two months of
Inspection will be voluntary.
Then the operation goes on a
digit system in which the last
numeral of the 1968 license plate
will indicate the months required for inspection.
To train mechanics and inspectors, Kentucky is waiting
for a 1271,000 grant. Classes will
be held in vocational schools
throughout the state.

you

to us for

' of Duality.

with new officers of the Civitan Ladies. The officers are:
President, Mrs. Ruth Harris; vice-president Mrs. Juanita
House and secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Ruby McLeary.

State Will Keep Close Watch On Auto
Repair Costs Under Inspection Law
FRANKFORT
— The
state plans to keep a sharp-eye
on authorized repairs and average costs under the compulsory
vehicle inspection system.

••••••••••
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really fine

ORIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE

HAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE •
S. Fulton
201 W. St. Line

at

THE JEWEL BOX

Phone: 479-9679

•
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Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert. Mgr.

When you're out riding with the
family, Stop in for a snack or a meal

SAFETY

Phone-order from your car
Curb Service to your car
Picnic tables if you prefer

WINGO, Ky.,
— An
undetermined number of thieves
worked for several hours late
Friday night in an attempt to
enter the vault of the Bank of
Wingo but were frightened away
probably with on 1 y skinned
knuckles to show for their efforts.
Neville Mays, president of the
small bank, discovered the attempted burglary at noon today,
when he noticed dirt on top of
a cabinet in the vault.
Upon investigation, Mays
noticed a hole in the tin roof of
the bank building in a space between the vault and roof. He
called the police and reported
the incident.
A Federal Bureau of Investigation agent reported that a hole
had been cut in the roof, using
a brace and bit, after the thieves
ripped off the tin. The thieves
then chipped a hole approximately eight inches deep and
three foot square in the concrete
roof of the vault, not nearly
through. The FBI said something
apparently scared the man or
men away.

14•140110il ARM
LAM, MAIN
MIT 23-H. IM>

is a year'round job
yirArfror- ArArrArrArArArior

VIE Et
at your choice of:
Miami Beach — Disneyland

San Frincisco — Las Vega

3 CAREFREE DAYS
FOR TWO

MUSTANG V8 with 4 in th,e floor, hcal car with 22,000 miles;:
priced at
$1650.

1964 CHEV. IMPALA 4-door hardtop, 283 motor, powerglide, pow-

64 —Paltifiestue
LAIINDILY AND CLEANERS. INC.

Reg. $1.29 Little Girls

218 E. tate Liss

2-Pc. SHORT SETS

Phon• 472-1700

$1.00

I.

Red Roads Unpaved
MOSCOW—The latest U.S. estimate counts 841,000 miles of
highway in all Russia — about
the same as the state of Michgan. Only 9 per cent of the loadway Is paved.

es steering and brakes; local, 1-owner; priced at
SEE THESE AT

1459.951

RAY'S
SANDWICH
SHOP

OPEN SUNDAY

4 p. m. • 10 p. m.

MOTOR CO., 101 W. State

aa
a
a

----- With the compliments of

Ben Franklin
202 Lakr

Fulton

S.

1965

FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466

SECOND

JUST ARRIVED!

'
en-Tetut Auto Sales
ilt"

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.

'

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
1.1
401
WITH YOU

Pit Bar-B-flue
Custom Barbequing

Next drawing Saturday, June 24th and drawings each two
weeks thereafter. Rod carpet treatment when you arrive

at all times
C.

at your destination! Your choice of four plans! See your
OK-PARISIAN routeman for details; save your statements;

BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES

bonus tickets for storage orders! (Our employees and
their familial not eligible). (Transportation excluded).
IFAlrdrIgdlrAP'APr
.dr4PArArallr/rAlrAlralrdlr4PIMIPFAV4KdINMIIIIIAIP911r
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mammon Named
To Committee

Understanding
Church
-Since
WICHITA, Kan.
many of its parishioners spend
weekends out of town water skiing, fishing or camping, the
West Heights Methodist Church
in Wichita has inaugurated
Thursday night services. The
Thursday night service is identical to the Sunday morning
service except that the sermon
is different. The plan will be
used during the summer.

Local State Representative
Milton Hamilton Jr. and State
Senator Aaron Brown of Parts
Wednesday were appointed
to
special legislative committees,
Rep. Hamilton was appointed to the Education Committee
H,
by House speaker James
Cummings while Sen. Brown was
appointed to the Constitutional
Reclaims Committee by Senate
Speaker Frank Gorrell,

STORE-WIDE SALE
41111•11111111101111•111111111

RCA WHIRLPOOL
14-Ft. 2-door no-frost refrigerator

$246.00 w/t

30-inch coppertone Only electric or
gas range

$130.00 wit

14-1b. capacity washer

$189.00 w/t

2-Piece naugahyde living room suite
with 2 table lamps

$125.00 w/t

3-Piece bedroom suites with
plastic tops only

$109.00 w/t

Swivel rockers, Naugahyde

__ $37.00

3-Position recliners, Naugahyde

$46.00

Boston Rockers

$17.00

Pole lamps, tree lamps, table lamps - all on sale!
-RCA-WHIRLPOOL AIR CONDITIONERS5,000 BTU

$ 92.00

10,000 BTU

$200.00

14,000 BTU

$236.00

16,000 BTU

$259.00

18,000 BTU

$272.00

22,000 BTU

$302.00

Doctor
in the Kitchen
W.W. Beu•r, M.D.

Floor model, Walnut

$211.00 w/t

Floor model, E. A. Maple

$220.00 w/t

Floor model color set, Walnut _

$550.00 w/t

H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.

They're Members Of
State Organization

Consultant, National Dairy Council

FLUORIDES AND BONE DENSITY
In this technical age an obscure scientific term can flash
suddenly into the headlines in
terms of controversy which
makes it overnight a fighting
word. Such a term is fluoridation,
as applied to the treatment of
water supplies for the amelioration of dental decay, especially
in children.
Fluoridation is based on observations initiated by the desire
to know why children's teeth in
certain areas of the country
showed an unsightly mottling.
This effect was identified as a
result of excessive amounts of
fluorides in the public water
supplies, usually derived from
ground waters,Accompanying the
mottling, however, a marked resistance to decay was also noted.
In areas with low fluoride levels,
mottling did not occur. Dental
decay was much more prevalent.
Decay Prevented
After intensive comparative
studies and experimental work,
a method was arrived at for
adding minute quantities of fluorides to public water supplies. Remarkable improvement in dental
decay followed where this measure was adopted.
Fluoridation provoked opposition. This has been the history
of preventive measures from
smallpox vaccination to measles
eradication. There have always
been the "agin-its." Some of
these were sincerely concerned
about possible dangers; some
were just afraid of the unknown;
some saw a chance to stir up a
row and profit from it in terms
of publicity or whatever motivates the constitutional obstruc-

After Deductions,
Pay Check Is 1 Cent

- RCA-VICTOR TELEVISION SETS-

Obion County
Youths Named

tionist. It was the latter who
introduced the diabolically clever
claim that fluoridation of water
supplies was feeding rat poison
to children. There are still good,
honest, misinformed people who
believe this preposterous canard.
There were also physicians who
feared that fluoride ingestion
would tend to have unfavorable
influences on bone growth
in future years
Fears Unfounded
These fears have not proved
correct. Indeed, there is evidence
now coming to light which indicates that elderly persons living
in areas where natural waters
contain fluorides, fare better than
those from localities where fluorides are absent or low in amount.
Specifically, a bone disease
called osteoporosis has been
found more prevalent in fluoridepoor regions than in fluoride-rich
locations.
•
Osteoporosis is a rarefaction of
bone through loss of calcium
which results in deformities,
spontaneous fractures such as
hip fractures and collapsed vertebrae. At the same time, calcium
deposits in the aorta were higher
in the low-fluoride areas. The
arterial calcifications are significant by their relationship to
heart and blood vessel diseases.
The consumption of milk and
cheese (principal sources of calcium) did not appear to differ
significantly between the areas
compared.
Editorially, the Journal of the
American Medical Association
says: "Fluoride is another mineral element that has been found
useful in human nutrition .
"

$12,600 Sought
In Civil Suit

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
Mrs. Jack K. Guess received a
pay check Friday from the Radio Corp. of America plant here
for $00.01.
Mrs. Guess, injured in an auto
accident May 12, was sent home
by plant officials after they
learned she was under doctor's
orders not to do heavy work.
She put in 12 minutes for the
week.
Her gross pay for the 12
minutes was 38 cents. From
that, the company deducted 35
cents for the local United Givers
Fund and 2 cents for Social Security.

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
tractor-truck collision near
Water Valley in June, 1966, has
resulted in a civil suit filed today in which James Robert
Hancock, on his own behalf and
as administrator of the estate
of J. S. Hancoc k, deceased,
seeks damages totaling $12,600.
Defendants in the action are
Herschel Crittenden, Fulton, and
Melrose Chemicals, Inc., 201
Broadway, South Fulton.
Hancock contends the accident
was the result of reckless and
careless driving by Crittenden.
A jury trial is sought.
A

Sixteen Obion County youths
were named today asparticipants
in the newly-launched "Youth In
Government.' program organized
by Senator Howard Baker, Jr.
Youngsters
from virtually
every school in the state will
participate in the program which
has gained the enthusiastic endorsement of leading school officials and educators from every
area of Tennessee.
The Youth In
Government
program was established
by
Senator Baker to provide a
framework for providing information and motivation for young
people to participate in
and
learn about democratic government.
The first statewide meeting
of the group will be held this
Saturday morning at 10 at the
Nashville Municipal Auditorium,
A State Department official
will brief the students on the
situation in Vietnam.
Senator Baker also plans to
address the meeting. David
White, state director of Youth
In Government, will preside.
Obion Countlans
who will
Participate in the program are:
Randall
Burcharn,
Ellen L.
Dahnke, Patricia Drerup, David
Graham, Casey Hires, Mary L.
Hutclibison, J a Ines Kendall,
Chris Lynn and Karen Moss, all
of Union City; Tim Caldwell,
John Fowlkes and Carl Griffin,
all of Troy; Wanda Nelson of
Rives; Steve Ward and Bonnie
Bowen of Oblon and Billy Vestal
V Kenton.

-*

CLEARANCE SALE
noes
opus

One Week Only - June 23 To June 30
--CHEST FREEZERS
15 Cu. ft.
$169.00
19 Cu. ft.
$199.00
23 Cu- ft.
$229.00
28 cu. ft.
$249.00
23 Cu- ft. upright - repossessed, like new
$199.00

BUY A T

'SALEWhile

They

REFRIGERATORS

Last!

. 13 - All Frostless, no freezer
12.4 Coonventional Refrigerator

The State Election Commission in Nashville today named
members of the 95 county election commissions.
Named to serve for Obion
County were Democrats T. F.
Wallace and George C. Cloys
and Republican J. C. Burdick.
The three-member state commission usually makes such ap.
Point ments by April of each
year, but action was delayed
because of pending bills in the
legislature affecting composition
of the local commissions.
Most of the three-member

Page 2

count y commissions are co,.
trolled by Democrats. But in 98
counttes, Republicans have a 2-1
majority as A result of those
counties voting for Republican
Barry
presidential candidate
Goldwater in 1964.
Other appointments in this
Dyer - W. C. Moore, 0,
James W, Wilke, 0; Gwyn H.
Bowen, R,
Gibson - Bernie Shepherd,
R; two vacancies.
Lake - William E. Paschall,
13; W. C. Haynes Jr., D; Dalton
Smyth, R.
13;
Weekley - Jeter
Joe C. Holbrook, D; Dr. John
S. Reed, R.

•••••••••••••••••••••
*

Happy Day

15.5 Cu. ft. Frostless Refrigerator _
16.3 Cu. ft. All Frostless - Deluxe ..."---16.3 Cu. ft. All Frostless
19.1 Cu, ft. Side-by-Side, 32", All rtostless
22.1 Cu. ft. Side-by-Side, 35", All Frostless, ice-maker _

$225.00
$295.00
$275.00
$399.00
_ $477.00

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Twenty-five year awards were
presented to 30 members of the
Mayfield Masonic Lodge Thursday evening at the annual picnic
of the Commandry Knights
Tempter.
John Chandler, Marion, grand
senior warden of the grand lodge
of Kentucky, made the presentations.

OFFERS

Free Mothproofing
on all dry cleaning

I

To Help You With Your

$139.00

l
Conditioners Too.
%%Dryers
Vindovr Mt
asIter
MI1OVaatiC
Save On

ROTO TILLERS (Close-out models)
3 HP Statesman
$ 99.00
4 HP Statesman,reversible
$119.00
3 HP Unico
$109.00
5 HP Unico
$139.00
RIDING MOWERS
31/2 HP
4 HP
5 HP

$129.00
___ $179.00
$239.00

We Also Have A Few
Push Mowers

2 Portable Dishwashers, Formica tops, Reg. $205.00 - Sale $160.00
WATER HEATERS
Installation Extra - We Install
52 gal. Glass-lined 12, 4500-watt elements)
30 gal.(Gas) glass, 10-yr. warranty (36,000 BTU)
40 gal.(Gas) glass, 10-yr. warranty (48,000 BTU)
40 gal.
(Table-top electric) _

I

See

$64.95
. $52.50
$69.95
$79.95

JO
L1V

An 8 lb. Load Of
Self - Service
Dry Cleaning Is Only __
Our attendant will clean and press
an 8-lb. load for _ _ _ $2.75
••••••••••••••

Fulton,Ky.
41

Telephone
STORES

472-3221
'..... _. --_,.ti
„a

EVER DIY
10 PRICES
ON QUALITY MERCHANDISE
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!

EN1RAI.

r

I- ut

Monthly Terms
Crop-Time Terms
Up To 3 Years
Conversion Plan

rarmers

CA
CO

GAY AND COLORFUL

Beach Towels . . . . .

$
1
"

Oxfords and Loafers . .

00
$2

FLAT TOP AND BASEBALL STYLE

.99.

Men's Sport Caps . . .

VIE
BE
BE

BAB
Ml

Men's Leather Belts . . . $100
BIFLEX EMBROIDERED COTTON

$1"

Polyester Fiberfill Bra . .
STRIPED, SOLID OR PRINTED

Mir.

roN

)r.

SMOOTH OR GRAINED

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
rr
SOUTH

FRY
CHI

Spring Cleaning and Winter
Storage - - -

MEN'S $299 WHITE CANVAS
30" ELECTRIC RANGE

A-

LAUNDRiri& iiRitTEDLEANING
• CENTER
roaLthn Fnlilaw"

Boxed By Blanket . .•$999
- al
,

$239.00
$169.00

STORE H

area:

36 x 50" QUILTED TRICOT

COMBINATIONS

ASK About Warranty
and 10-year
Protection Plan!

Thursday, June 22, 1967

Election Commission
For County Selected

Mayfield Masons
Are Honored For
25-Year Service

4

SOUTHERN STATES ANNUAL PRE-INVENTORY

Fulton, Ky.

PHONE

479-2352

Men's Broadcloth Pajamas..$1)99
4

BOYS' WHITE COTTON

Half-Sleeve Dress Shirts ,•$
•199 ,

E
f3TA

9 PM MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

are con.
But In 38
haves 2.1
t of those
Republican
Barry
te

t
i
a j
JACKPOT bfi
*
JOIN THE FUN !PLAY CASH JACKPOT AT P.W. i4t SO.FULTON!
De$01 egengilt...14020dAteAdatjA. wit'DetiRt 2U Stamtp&DaLiti
PRICES IN THIS AD ARE GOOD THURS.- FRI.- SAT. JUNE 22.23-24

ci.stc.o.EN

GirLARDS):?'.
. 39`

Le

CATSUP
CORN

HUNT'S

P17--zA
PRI" ;).Pc
Z.
::Ism ° S

SAUSAGE"

PAUT
347fr FLOUR L'""""`"
1541-2-.47e1

119

3 LS.

1.6 Le. SAG

419y

Stoken. 2,wzdiX9 CammacilDruktudA.:
MEAT.P°T.Tn. .c.A.N.s..11q9 SPAGHETTI 24" 39a
VIENNAS i-cAms
39d TAMALES 4c4Ns $16.9
BEEF R.eksT
*pp PREM .. ...
*1°9 TUNAts.T:k:x!k:s:.................
BEEFc0P-Nso

FOOD
BABY
mix suNsivi.

HEN/ STAO.
CANS
aStrET

BoLo N
8% FRANKS

AREGLFOoT

39c SAUSAGE
39g/STEAKS`u°E°

2R

:,

59:

""

SEQUIN"I". "'•`'
RIC4TEV". :Tft"--A"4"`T. 59:
Ottii.R.Gt
•

PEACHES
+,UNTIS 2- 2":

CA N S

WITH t St°
PuRcNAse
ANOPiiii
Pooucl S. EXCLuOINCT *TO eAcco

39c Poiato Chips
49c PORK' BEANS"43- :t:T.
ROOT BEER
7
25 OLEO
51 MACKRELLEAZ'uut`oLz. 1119
Sunset Gold

DAD
's

MOLITN

Ifew4Ctçx
FRES* - TE NOE R

* GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS
• -k CRISP,FRESH RADISHES
* GREEN FRESH ONIONS

GAL.

ZL5

39c
39c

Medical Insurance Program
Further Explained By Whitaker

NM Building
Funds Okayed

Say, I Saw It Is
The News Shopper
-

-10000000000111W
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1101101
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Medicare,
that a patient's .should be mailed to
•
The University of Tennessee
"Medical insurance does not Whitaker noted
Life Insurance Co.,
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board of trustees met in Knoxcome between you and your doctor bill may be coNere
928, Lexington, Ky.
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ream
Donut Shop

(CANVAS SHOES)
—FOB WOMEN —
Reg. $3.99 1-eye ties and slip-ons _ _ _ $3.33
$3.88
Reg.$4.99 taper-toe PF's
Girl's taper-toe PF's

$3.33

— FOR MEN —
Reg. $4.99 canvas oxfords

$3.88

Boys Reg. $4.99

$3.1111

Rays Reg.$3.99 and $4.50 oxfords _ _ _ _ $3.53

STARTS FRIDAY MORNING: 8:30 A. N.

Ray Harm To Be At
Dam Village July 25 -

ALL $2.99 CANVAS
2 PAIRS _ $5.00
Men's — Women's — Children's
Ladies first - quality nylons, 3 pairs _ _ $1.00
Prices good through Monday, June 26th

BAY FAMILY
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GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.,
— Ray Harm, one of the
nation's foremost artist-naturalists, will lecture and conduct a
nature walk at Kentucky Dam
Village on July 25.
The tour will be one of eight
Harm will conduct at Kentucky
state parks during July and
August.
All lectures are at 8 p.m.
Times for the nature walks will
be announced later by the individual parks. Both lectures and
nature walks are open to the
general public.

Harm, Kentucky's artist-inresidence at University of Kentucky, was recently recognized
for his work by the nationally.
circulated magazine Houst
Beautiful, and by Kentucky
Travel Magazine.
In addition to Kentucky Dam
Village, his schedule is: July 10,
Cumberland Falls near Corbin;
July 11, Pine Mountain at Pineville; July 24, Pennyrile Forest
at Dawson Springs; July 31,
General Butler at Carrollton;
Aug. 14, Carter Caves at Olive
Hill; Aug. 21, Natural Bridge at
'Slade; Aug. 28, Lake Cumberland at Jamestown.

GIGANTIC SUMMER
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Miss Alexander
Is Bride Of
Mr. Cooper

The Andy Bans
Ilonored With
Couples Party
— Mr.
FULTON, Ky...
find Mrs. Andy Batts, who were
cently married, were honored
Friday night with a couples
party at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James Green, Eddings St.
Attending were Miss Mary
rant DeMyer. Jerry Mac
7Neaks, Teddy Barclay, Miss
jirela Nanney, Ronnie Wall,
-Miss Patricia Prins of Greenfield, Tenn., Greg Williamson,
Miss Nelda Clement, Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Jetton, Miss Jennifer Burcham, Wess Coffman of
Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Beadles, Miss Nancy Treas,
Donnie Green and Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Beadles,
who were recently married,
were presented a gift in their
chosen stemware by the hosts.

CLASSIFIED
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
Now a t allable at
form.
gum
SOUTIISIDE DRUG

WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS looking for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 4792651.
CONVA LiscENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc are for rent or fbr sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262..
.

—J
FURNITURE

USED

INS

DN

BARGAINS
Kenmore gas range,
$49.95
like now
Gibson refrigerator, like
95.00
new
Vinyl living room suite,
$75.00
2.Piece
$10.00
Dinette suite
New Maple Bedstead (save I
$40.00
$35.00
Tappan gas rang*,
$15 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.2.5 yard
Apartment-sire elictric stove,
$91.1111
like new,
$10.00
Living room suite
Come in and browse around; wa
have lots of bargains not advertised!

I•L'LTON, Ky.,
Olive 'Baptist Church was the
setting for the wedding of Miss
Phyllis Alexander and Reginald
Cooper, on Saturday. June 3.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Rucker
and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Cooper.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. William
T. Atkins.
Miss Arista House presented
a program of nuptial music and
Miss Beverly Cummings was soloist.
The bride, entering with her
step-father, wore a long white
silk dress fashioned along empire lines. Her shoulder-length
veil was attached to a pearl
crown. She carried a cascade
bouquet of white orchids with
strands of pearls and tulle.
Preceding the bride down the
aisle were the flower girl, Kimberly Vaughn and ringbearer,
Richard Vaughn, both relatives
of the bride.
Miss Flora Mosley was the
maid of honor and wore a yellow floor-length empire style
dress with a short yellow veil.
Misses Juanita Jones, Dorothy Horton, Joyce Morris, Panthalia Hutcherson and Donna
Vaughn were bridesmaids and
wore yellow street-length dresses
of the empire style.
Wallace Evans served as best
man.
Gregory Hamilton, Michael
Algee, Stanley Cummings, Harry Hutcherson and Elbert
Vaughn served as ushers.
Mrs. Mary Rucker, mother of
the bride, chose a yellow dress
with bone colored accessorie,
Her corsage was of white carnations.
Mrs. Lena Maddox, grandmother of the bride, chose a blue
flowered dress with white accessories. Her corsage was white
carnations.
Following the wedding the reception was given by the bride's
grandmother.

Miss DeMyer
Is Honoree
At Luncheon

WADES USED
Furniture Store
Phone 477-7421
Fulton

FOR SALE
Used living room suit*,

$12.50 up
$32.50 up

Used bedroom suites
$3250 up
Used gas ranges
gas
sins
•partmee*
Used
$49.50 up
ranges ...........
$22.511 up
n
Used refrigeratio
REFRIGER
AND
STOVES
ALL
ATORS GUARANTEED
30 TO 90 DAYS

FOR

Wel
Now 9 x 12 ruts
3 Used kitchen cabinets $12.30 up
$10.00 up
4 Used chifferobes
$7.50 up
suttee
room
breakfast
Used
$49.511
Used dining room suite

FOR

—Miss
FULTON, Ky.,
Martha Lee DeMyer was guest
of honor at a luncheon at the
Park Terrace. Hostesses were
Mesdames Jack Speight, Mac
— Wanks and Donald Lockhart.
An arrangement of yellow and
white daisies was the centerpiece on the luncheon table.
The honored guest wore a
summer frock of yellow and
green print and her gift corsage
was of yellow and white daisies.
The hostess gift was a china
dish.
The guest list included, Miss
DeMyer, her mother, Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, Miss Mary Grant
DeMyer, Mrs. Ward Bushart,
Mrs. James Warren, Miss Jane
Warren, Mrs. Joe Trees, Mrs.
George Moore, Mrs. H. L. Bushart, Miss Nancy Bushart, Mrs.
Richard Cardwell, Mrs. Uah
Killebrew, Mrs. C. R. Bennett,
Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Robert
Thompson and Mrs. Bobby Hy-

And Hieroglyphics,
Too!

about wearing silly hats is nobody ever
asks you to be chairman of anything."

TWO MINUTES
IVIVI

ME BIBLE

BY CORNELIUS R. STAM
PRES.
WEAN BIBLE SOCIETY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635

THE CAPTAIN OF OUR SALVATION
understands all this. He knows able discharge" for laws broken,
that for the "old man" the death orders disobeyed, responsibilities
Years ago a man of God was unmet and trusts betrayed. But for
asked to preach at the funeral of the "new man" the death of the
a young soldier whose parents body is the vestibule through which
he is ushered into the blessed preswere unsaved.
During the course of his mes- ence of "the Captain of our Salvasage the preacher sought to im- tion," the One who "by the grace
press upon his hearers the basic of God tasted death for every
fact that "the wages of sin is death, man" that He might "bring many
but the gift of God is eternal life, sons to glory" (See Hebrews 2:9,
through Jesus Christ our Lord" I fl).
This is why we read in Hebrews
(Romans 6:23).
This greatly upset the parents. 2:14, 15:
After the service they complained.
"Forasmuch, then, as the chil"This is embarrassing. Our boy dren (of Adam) were partakers of
sinner."
a
was not
flesh and blood, He (Christ) also
The truth was that shortly be- Himself likewise took part of the
had
fore his death this young man
same; that through death He might
done what every true, born-again destroy him that had the power of
Christian has done. He acknowl- death, that is, the devil:
edged himself to be a lost sinner
"And deliver those who through
and, trusting Christ as his Savior. fear of death were all their lifehad been so gloriously saved that
time subject to bondage."
his parents were mystified that he
No wonder St. Paul's simple
could he so happy in the face of
message of salvation was: "Believe
death.
The simplest believer in Christ on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
Of the body is indeed a ;dishonor- shalt be saved" (Ass 16:31).

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Avenue
(On Martin Highway)
Free Delivery
Easy Terms —

th .

at th•

DESERT
RAM
,

!ezer

. . . amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including— •
COFFEE POT—for snacks Of
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • meals
• Private white sand Beach
• GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Freshwater Swimming Pool
sippin'
• Shuffleboard
• GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• Free TV
CLUB- -for hearty dining
• 24-hr. Phone Service
Coast Florida's largest
West
.
.
STAMPEDE ROOM .
top Decca recordNite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE. Dancing nightly.
, ing artist, organ stylist and comedian.
Seminars (for up to 300)
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings,
Year. write for colorful brochure
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All

*

THE

DESERT, "on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH. FLORIDA

Now - Thru Sat,
BIG DOUBLE HIT

(An Action Western)
Audie Murphy

"ARIZONA RAIDERS"
Jorry Lewis
OUT"
Real Family Fun)

"WAY-WAY

Sun. - Thru - Wed.
June 25, 26, 27. 22

Dean Martin
Joey Bishop
In
—TEXAS ACROSS
THE
RIVER"

OTTO PREMINGER ,.,.....c,
MICHAEL CAINE • JANE FONDA
JOHN PHILLIP LAW
DIAHANN CARROLL
ROBERT HOOKS • FAYE DUNAWAY
BURGESS MEREDITH

ii
.........................

11LY )t- Homecomingt
••41
: YMBC

—Miss
FULTON, Ky.,
Joan Carter and Miss Cathy
Campbell, bride-elects, shared
the honors at an informal morning party at the home of Mrs.
Nelson Tripp.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Tripp, assisted by her
daughter, Miss Geri Tripp.
The two honorees each received a kitchen trivet and
"Words of Wisdom," a booklet,
In which all the guests wrote
their advice for a happy marriage.
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You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun

LAS VEGAS—A moving company estimates that 50 million
Americans a year will be moving by 1972. Among their destinations will be 125 new cities.

— Mr.
WINGO, Ky.,
and Mrs. Leon Charlton of Wingo, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Marilyn Ann, to
Pvt. David Martin Hornback,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Hornbad9 of Charleston, Mo,
Miss Charlton is a junior at
Murray State University where
she is majoring in psychology
and mathematics. She is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi,
a social sorority.
Pvt. Homback graduated from
Murray State University in January, and is now serving with
the U. S. Army. He was a member of Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity.
The wedding ceremony will be
solemnized on Friday. June 23,
at 7:30 p. m, in Wingo Methodist Church with the Rev. John
Boyd officiating.
No formal invitations are being sent but all friends and relatives are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception that
will follow in the fellowship hall
of the church.

"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for mature young
people
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unaccompanied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
no classification is
which
available,

1
Mrs. Tripp •••••
Hosts Party •
For Brides

50 Million
Moves Expected

Miss Charlton,
D. M. Hornback
To Wed Friday

—Mrs.
FULTON, Ky.,
Andy Batts and M.'s. Robert
Batts were hostesses at a party
at the One and All Club in honor of two brides-elect, Misses
Martha Lee DeMyer and Cathy
Campbell.
The table decoration featured
a miniature doll house with
furniture and this was fashioned
by Mrs. Andy Batts.
The honorees received corsages designed with a small
plastic chair filled with tiny
white carnations and a miniature bride. The hostess gifts
were pottery casseroles.
Guests included Misses DeMyer and Cathy Campbell, the
guests of honor; Mesdames J.
E. Campbell, Mac Burrow, Gilbert DeMyer, Kenneth Bradley
of Murray, Norman Fulcher,
Don Campbell, Walter Voelpel,
Charles Burrow, John Hughes
of Murray, Robert Von Doren,
Joe Holloway of Wingo, Donald
Weldon of Mayfield, Terry
Beadles, James Warren, Eugene
. Hoodenpyle, Ual Killebrew. H.
L. Bushart, C. R. Bennett, Fred
'Homra, R. V. Putnam, Ray
Steele, Bill Robertson, Charles
Fields, Bill Burnette of Murray,
and Joe Johnson.
Also attending were Misses
Jane Warren, Sally Hall, Judy
Hoodenpyle, Susan Burrow, Bonita Burrow, Jennye Hardy,
Marilyn Hardy, Carol Dunn,
Margaret Omar, Susan Walker,
Carolyn Fly, Nancy Treas, Cindy Homra, Dee Fields, Sara
Jane Poe, Barbara Brown, Carolinda Hales, Mary Grant DeMyer, Mary Martin, Nancy Bus-,
hart, Kate Brady of Clinton,
Nancy Whitledge of Madisonville, Barbara Lattus, Nancy
Shuff of Hickman, Marilyn
Charlton of Wingo and Doris
Eillott of Wingo.

"The nice thing

WASHINGTON — The former
chief translator for the National
Geographic Society. Arnvid
Nygaard, was a master of English Norwegian, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, German, Basque, Mongolian, Tibetan, Sanskrit, Bantu, Kurdish,
Persian, Kirghiz, Minsk, Phoenician, Egyptian hieroglyphics
and about 12 other languages.

G0013 CLEAN USED
FURNITURE SEE:

Brides-Elect
Feted With
Fulton Party
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lb. 79c Pork Chops lb. 69c Rag Bologna lb. 39c
Pork Steak lb. 59c Rib Steak
lb. 59c
Pork Cutlets lb. 69c Franks 12-oz. pkg.49c Slab Bacon lb. 69c Sausage

S OKED

REELFOOT

c l CED

6 to 8 Lb. Average
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DOUBLE
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on
WEDNESDAY
Plus Low Low Prices
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PURE CANE
With Additional

AMERICAN

WILLIAMS PURE PORK

TASTY

REELFOOT

NICE - LEAN - TENDER

89c
1 41b. 39c Shortening
lb. 59c Slices 12-oz pkg. 49c Tea
lb. 79c Biscuits 6cans 49c Pork & Beans 5 for a DogFood 13for $1.00
"Swifts
Grade A Medium

MILK2
MILKTall

27% oz. Cana
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27c Sausage 5for $1.00
53c Waxed Paper
6-oz. 79c Orange Juice
Coffee
" Apple Jelly 3for $1.00 Powdered Sugar 33c Charcoal 5lb. bag 43c Flour 25lb.bag $1.89
Half Gallon

CHASE & SANBORN

KRAFT

BLUE PLATE

COLONIAL

1 lb. Box

2 For

Pet Skimmed
Can

Corn 6 ears
Tea 6-oz.jar
LIPTON'S INSTANT
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LIBBY'S

69c Frozen Lemonade 10c
39c Potatoes 10 lbs. 69c French Fries
99c Salad Dressing qt. 39c Napkins 60couni 10c Orange Drink at 25c
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'MEW"'NINO

OPEN SUNDAYS 9 TO 7
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
STORE HOURS
MON. THRU THURS. 8 TO 7 FRIDAY 8 TO 8
SUNDAY 9 TO 7
SATURDAY 8 TO 9
•

